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Abstract. In this paper, we prove that the bounded derived category DbcohpY q of co-
herent sheaves on a separated scheme Y of finite type over a field k of characteristic zero
is homotopically finitely presented. This confirms a conjecture of Kontsevich. We actually
prove a stronger statement: DbcohpY q is equivalent to a DG quotient D
b
cohpY˜ q{T, where
Y˜ is some smooth and proper variety, and the subcategory T is generated by a single
object.
The proof uses categorical resolution of singularities of Kuznetsov and Lunts [KL],
and a theorem of Orlov [Or1] stating that the class of geometric smooth and proper DG
categories is stable under gluing.
We also prove the analogous result for Z{2 -graded DG categories of coherent matrix
factorizations on such schemes. In this case instead of DbcohpY˜ q we have a semi-orthogonal
gluing of a finite number of DG categories of matrix factorizations on smooth varieties,
proper over A1k .
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1. Introduction
According to one of the approaches to noncommutative algebraic geometry, a non-
commutative space is treated as a triangulated DG (or A8 -) category which admits a
single generator [KS, Or1].
By a theorem of Bondal and Van den Bergh [BvdB, Theorem 3.1.1] and by the results
of Keller [Ke1], for any separated scheme X of finite type over a field k, there is a DG
k -algebra A, defined up to a Morita equivalence, such that DpQCohXq » DpAq. Here
DpAq is the derived category of (right) DG A -modules. This equivalence identifies the
subcategories of perfect complexes (which are exactly the compact objects): DperfpXq »
Dperf pAq. Let us denote by PerfpXq the DG enhancement (see [BK]) of the triangulated
category Dperf pXq. The DG category PerfpXq is treated as a non-commutative space
associated with X.
We recall the notions of smoothness and properness for DG categories.
Definition 1.1. [KS] 1) A small DG category C over k is smooth if the diagonal C-C -
bimodule is perfect.
2) C is called proper if for X,Y P C the complex CpX,Y q is perfect over k.
It is known ([Or1, Proposition 3.30], [L, Proposition 3.13]) that X is smooth (resp.
proper) if and only if the DG category PerfpXq is smooth (resp. proper). Hence, these
basic geometric properties of X are reflected by the DG category PerfpXq.
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In this paper we will be interested in the larger DG category DbcohpXq Ą PerfpXq — an
enhancement of the derived category of coherent sheaves. For this category the situation is
quite different. Namely, the following theorem has been proven by V. Lunts.
Theorem 1.2. [L, Theorem 6.3] Let X be a separated scheme of finite type over a perfect
field k. Then the DG category DbcohpXq is smooth.
It is quite surprising: the scheme X can have arbitrary singularities and even be non-
reduced, but the DG category DbcohpXq is always smooth.
The class of smooth DG categories contains some ”large” examples. For example, the
field of rational functions kpx1, . . . , xnq is a smooth DG algebra. It is natural to try to
impose some conditions on a smooth DG category to be of finite type in an appropriate
sense.
Toe¨n and Vaquie´ [TV] introduced the class of so-called homotopically finitely presented
(hfp) DG categories.
Definition 1.3. [TV] 1) A DG algebra A is hfp if in the homotopy category of DG algebras
A is a retract of a free graded algebra kxx1, . . . , xny with differential satisfying
dxi P kxx1, . . . , xi´1y, 1 ď i ď n.
2) A small DG category is hfp if it is Morita equivalent to a DG algebra which is hfp.
See Section 2 for a more detailed discussion, in particular for the notion of a retract.
The hfp DG categories play the same role in the Morita homotopy category of DG
categories as perfect A -modules in the derived category of all A -modules (where A is
some small DG category). Also, their analogue in the homotopy category of CW complexes
is the category of the so-called finitely dominated spaces, which are homotopy retracts of
finite CW complexes, see [Wh1, Wh2, W].
The basic facts about hfp DG categories are recalled in Section 2. Here we mention that
if a DG category is hfp, then it is smooth. On the other hand, if a DG category is smooth
and proper, then it is hfp.
Our main result is the following.
Theorem 1.4. Let Y be a separated scheme of finite type over a field k of characteristic
zero. Then the DG category DbcohpY q is hfp.
The statement of this theorem has been previously conjectured by Kontsevich [Ko].
We also prove a similar result for coherent matrix factorizations [EP]. For any regular
function W on Y we have a Z{2 -graded DG category DabscohpX,W q - an enhancement of
the absolute derived category of coherent matrix factorizations of W.
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Theorem 1.5. Let Y be a separated scheme of finite type over a field k of characteristic
zero, and W a regular function on Y. Then the Z{2 -graded DG category DabscohpY,W q is
hfp.
Remark 1.6. We should stress that although the triangulated categories DbcohpXq and
DabscohpX,W q are not known to have a unique enhancement, they both have a natural choice
of enhancement.
Namely, for any small k -linear abelian category C, the category DbpCq can be enhanced
by the DG quotient CombpCq{AcyclpCq, where CombpCq is the DG category of bounded com-
plexes of objects of C (with standard Hom -complexes), and AcyclpCq is the full DG sub-
category of acyclic complexes. This in particular gives a natural enhancement for DbcohpXq.
Similarly, there is a natural enhancement of the category DabspC,W q for any small
abelian category C and an element W P ZpCq of the center of C, see Remark 6.5. This
gives a natural enhancement for DabscohpX,W q.
Remarkable general results on the uniqueness of enhancements have been obtained in the
papers [LO, CS].
There is a particularly nice class of homotopically finite DG categories: those which
admit a so-called smooth categorical compactification.
Definition 1.7. A smooth categorical compactification of a DG category A is a DG quasi-
functor F : C Ñ A, where the DG category C is smooth and proper, the extensions of
scalars functor F ˚ : PerfpCq Ñ PerfpAq is a localization (up to direct summands), and its
kernel is generated by a single object.
The motivation for the term ”smooth categorical compactification” is the following. Sup-
pose that Y is smooth, and Y Ą Y a usual (algebro-geometric) smooth compactification.
Then the restriction functor DbcohpY q Ñ D
b
cohpY q is a smooth categorical compactification.
One can show that the existence of a smooth categorical compactification implies the
homotopy finiteness (see Corollary 2.9).
We prove a result which is stronger than Theorems 1.4, 1.5.
Theorem 1.8. Let Y be a separated scheme of finite type over a field k of characteristic
zero. Then
1) the DG category DbcohpY q has a smooth categorical compactification of the form
DbcohpY˜ q Ñ D
b
cohpY q, where Y˜ is a smooth and proper variety.
2) for any regular function W P OpY q the D(Z{2 -)G category DabspY,W q has a Z{2 -
graded smooth categorical compactification CW Ñ D
abspX,W q, with a semi-orthogonal
decomposition CW “ xD
abspV1,W1q, . . . ,D
abspVm,Wmqy, where each Vi is a k -smooth
variety and the morphisms Wi : Vi Ñ A
1
k are proper.
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The general idea of the proof of Theorem 1.8 is motivated by the following conjecture of
Bondal and Orlov.
Conjecture 1.9. [BO] Let Y be a variety with rational singularities, and f : X Ñ Y
a resolution of singularities (recall that rationality of singularities means Rf˚OX – OY ).
Then the functor Rf˚ : D
b
cohpXq Ñ D
b
cohpY q is a localization.
If we are able to prove Conjecture 1.9 and also to show that the kernel is generated
by a single object, then choosing any smooth compactification X of X we get a smooth
categorical compactification DbcohpXq of D
b
cohpY q. Unfortunately, we are not able to prove
Conjecture 1.9 in general, although we are able to prove it in some class of cases, which we
mention here.
Theorem 1.10. Suppose that Y has rational singularities, Z Ă Y is a closed smooth
subscheme, and X “ BlZY is smooth, so that f : X Ñ Y is a resolution of singularities.
Let us denote by T “ f´1pZq the exceptional divisor, and by p : T Ñ Z the induced
morphism, and by j : T Ñ X the embedding. Suppose that Rf˚I
n
T “ I
n
Z for n ě 1. Then
the functor Rf˚ : D
b
cohpXq Ñ D
b
cohpY q is a localization, and its kernel is generated by
j˚ppp
˚DbcohpZqq
Kq.
A more general version of this result is Theorem 8.22. A special case of the setting of
Theorem 8.22 is when Y Ă Am is a cone over some projective embedding of a smooth Fano
variety, and Z “ t0u Ă Y is the origin.
For an arbitrary scheme Y (separated, of finite type) the idea is to use the so-called
categorical resolution, constructed by Kuznetsov and Lunts [KL]. It plays the same role
as the derived category of the resolution of rational singularities, and it exists for any
separated scheme of finite type. Surprisingly, in this framework we are able to prove the
analogue of Conjecture 1.9, which allows us to prove Theorem 1.8. We note that even if
Y has rational singularities, we still use the categorical resolution to obtain the smooth
categorical compactification.
We now describe the structure of the proof, concentrating on the part 1) (the case of
matrix factorizations is analogous, although it is more technically involved).
We assume that Y is proper (if not then we can replace Y by its compactification).
Following the same steps as [KL], we construct a smooth and proper DG category C, with
a DG quasi-functor C Ñ DbcohpY q, so that C “ xD
b
cohpX1q, . . . ,D
b
cohpXmqy, where each
Xi is a smooth and proper variety over k. It suffices to prove that C Ñ D
b
cohpY q is a
localization, and its kernel is generated by a single object. Then we can apply the result of
Orlov [Or1, Theorem 4.15] which states that the class of admissible subcategories of derived
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categories of smooth and proper varieties is closed under gluing via perfect bimodules. This
allows us to replace C by a derived category of some smooth and proper variety.
The construction of the DG category C is inductive: we choose a sequence of blow-ups
along smooth centers
Yn Ñ Yn´1 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ Y1 Ñ Y,
such that pYnqred is smooth, and proceed by induction on n.
For n “ 0, the scheme Yred is smooth, and the categorical compactification is given
by a ringed space pY,AY q (obtained by ”Auslander-type construction”), together with a
morphism ρY : pY,AY q Ñ Y, see subsection 8.1. Namely, in this case the direct image
functor ρY ˚ : D
b
cohpAY q Ñ D
b
cohpY q is a smooth categorical compactification, and we have
a semi-orthogonal decomposition
DbcohpAY q “ xD
b
cohpYredq, . . . ,D
b
cohpYredqqy,
where the number of copies is the smallest number m such that Im “ 0, where I Ă OY
is the nilpotent radical.
Another important ingredient is the ”categorical blow-up”, see Subsection 8.3. Namely,
if X is a blow-up of Y along S Ă Y, then under some assumptions on S (which are
always achieved by replacing it by a sufficiently large infinitesimal neighborhood), we can
glue (semi-orthogonally) the DG categories DbcohpXq and D
b
cohpSq to obtain a DG category
DcohpX,Sq with a localization DG functor
(1.1) pi˚ : DcohpX,Sq Ñ D
b
cohpY q.
Proving that pi˚ is a localization and controlling the kernel is the most difficult part of the
proof, see Theorem 8.13.
After this is done, we present the construction of a smooth categorical compactification
(Subsection 8.5). It is a combination of Auslander-type constructions and modified cate-
gorical blow-ups. The latter were also studied in [KK], with a more conceptual description.
Compared to [KL], we need some restriction on the choice of integer parameters, see Remark
8.32.
It is a challenging question if one can drop the assumption of characteristic zero in
Theorems 1.4, 1.5, 1.8 (e.g. using some categorical modifications of de Jong’s alterations).
Another interesting subject is to consider coherent D-modules instead of coherent sheaves.
The following conjecture was suggested to me by V. Drinfeld.
Conjecture 1.11. If X is a separated scheme of finite type over a field k of characteristic
zero, then the bounded derived category DbpCoh -DXq of coherent D -modules on X (more
precisely, its DG enhancement) has a smooth categorical compactification.
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In the forthcoming paper [E] we will prove that at least the DG category DbpCoh -DXq
is homotopically finite, by completely different methods.
The paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2 we discuss the notions of homotopy finiteness of DG categories and smooth
categorical compactifications, and also formulate some basic results related to this notions.
In Section 3 we recall the Neeman’s criterion for a functor to be a localization, and
introduce homological epimorphisms of DG categories (in the terminology of [GL], [Pau])
which generalize localizations.
In Section 4 we recall the notion of gluing of DG categories via a bimodule. We also
recall the relation of gluing with the so-called upper-triangular DG categories [Tab3].
In Section 5 we prove various technical results, which we need in the sequel.
In Section 6 we recall the notion of coderived category and absolute derived category.
We formulate basic results for locally noetherian abelian categories, in particular, about
compact generation of coderived categories.
Section 7 is devoted to specific convenient enhancements for derived categories of coher-
ent sheaves and absolute derived categories of coherent matrix factorizations. For these
enhancements, we have natural DG functors (not just quasi-functors) of direct image for a
proper morphism.
In Subsection 7.2 we also prove the analogues of theorems of Rouquier and Lunts for
matrix factorizations on separated schemes of finite type over a field. Namely, we prove
the existence of strong generators in the absolute derived categories of coherent matrix
factorizations (Theorem 7.5), and smoothness of their enhancements under some necessary
assumptions (Theorem 7.7).
In Subsection 7.3 we introduce the category of nice ringed spaces. Its objects are pairs
pX,AXq, where X is a separated noetherian scheme and AX is a coherent sheaf of OX -
algebras, satisfying some additional property. We discuss the (co)derived categories of
(quasi-)coherent sheaves on nice ringed spaces, and functors between them. In particular,
we show that the category QCohpAXq of quasi-coherent AX -modules and the category
Mod -AX of all AX -modules are locally noetherian, and an object of QCohpAXq is injec-
tive iff it is injective in Mod -AX .
Section 8 is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.8 (see Theorem 8.31).
In Subsection 8.1 we study Auslander-type construction from [KL]. This is a nice ringed
space pS,ASq constructed from a triple pS, τ, nq where S is a scheme, τ a coherent ideal
sheaf and n is a positive integer such that τn “ 0. We study various properties of the
category DbcohpASq which we use in the sequel: the localization functor to D
b
cohpSq, the
semi-orthogonal decomposition and its compatibility with direct images.
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Subsection 8.2 is devoted to studying categories of matrix factorizations on the same nice
ringed spaces, and proving similar results for them.
Subsection 8.3 is devoted to proving that the functor (1.1) mentioned above is a local-
ization. The main result of this section is Theorem 8.13, and the localization is proved in a
more general context, without even mentioning blow-ups. The proof is quite involved. It is
worth mentioning that the proof uses the Auslander-type construction, although Theorem
8.13 is formulated without mentioning any nice ringed spaces which are not schemes.
In Subsection 8.4 we prove a similar result for matrix factorizations (Theorem 8.24). The
proof follows the same lines.
Subsection 8.5 is devoted to the proof of the main result (Theorem 8.31) on the existence
of a smooth compactification for DbcohpY q and D
abspY,W q.
Appendix A is devoted to studying totalizations of complexes of matrix factorizations
from the functorial point of view. Namely, we show that on suitable kinds of derived
categories the totalization is a localization. This is quite useful and natural fact, which
essentially allows to reduce various statements on absolute derived (and coderived) cate-
gories of matrix factorizations in abelian categories to similar statements about the usual
(co)derived categories.
In Appendix B we prove Grothendieck duality for quasi-coherent sheaves and quasi-
coherent matrix factorizations on nice ringed spaces, using the technique from Appendix
A.
Acknowledgements. I am grateful to Alexander Beilinson, Alexei Bondal, Vladimir Drin-
feld, Dmitry Kaledin, Maxim Kontsevich, Alexander Kuznetsov, Valery Lunts, Dmitri Orlov
and Leonid Positselski for useful discussions. I am also grateful to an anonymous referee
for a number of suggestions, corrections and useful remarks.
2. Homotopy theory of DG algebras and DG categories
For the introduction on DG categories, we refer the reader to [Ke1]. Our basic reference
for model categories is [Ho]. The references for model structures on DG algebras and DG
categories are [Tab1, Tab2]. The notion of homotopy finiteness is taken from [TV]. The
references for DG quotients are [Dr1, Ke2].
We fix some base field k. We will consider either Z -graded or Z{2 -graded DG categories.
The latter can be treated as DG categories over kru˘1s, where u has degree 2. These
two cases are parallel for our discussion. If we do not specify the grading, we mean that
everything holds in both frameworks. We write ´b´ for ´bk´. Also, for a homogeneous
element v of a graded vector space V, we denote by |v| its grading.
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All DG modules are assumed to be right unless otherwise stated. Given a small DG
category A, we denote by Mod -A the DG category of right DG modules (it is denoted
by Dif A in [Ke1, Section 1.2]). We also denote by A-Mod “ Mod -Aop the DG category
of left A -modules. We have a fully faithful Yoneda embedding functor AÑ Mod -A. For
any DG category T (not necessarily small) the k -linear category H0pT q has the same
objects as T, and the morphisms are given by H0pT qpX,Y q “ H0pT pX,Y qq. It is shown
in [Ke1, Lemma 2.2] that the category H0pMod-Aq is naturally triangulated. The derived
category DpAq is defined to be the Verdier quotient of H0pMod-Aq by the full triangulated
subcategory of acyclic DG modules.
It is also convenient to define the category Z0pT q for any DG category T, similarly to
T. Here for a complex K‚ of vector spaces we denote by Z0pK‚q the vector space of closed
elements of degree zero.
By the results of [Ke1, Section 3], the full subcategory H0pAcyclpAqq of acyclic DG mod-
ules in H0pMod -Aq is both left and right admissible. Recall that an A -module M is called
h-projective (resp. h-injective) if it is in the left (resp. right) orthogonal to H0pAcycl -Aq.
We denote by h-projpAq Ă Mod -A the full DG subcategory of acyclic A -modules. In
particular, we have an equivalence DpAq » H0ph-projpAqq. This allows to define the left
derived functor LF : DpAq Ñ DpBq of any exact functor F : H0pMod -Aq Ñ H0pMod -Bq
to be the composition
DpAq
„
ÝÑ H0ph-projpAqq
F
ÝÑ H0pMod -Bq Ñ DpBq.
The tensor product bifunctor
´bA ´ : Mod -AbA-Mod
is given by
M bA N “ Cokerp
à
X,Y PA
MpY q bApX,Y q bNpY q
ν
ÝÑ
à
XPA
MpXq bNpXqq,
where νpmb f b nq “ mf b n´mb fn.
Given small DG categories A, B, we denote by A-Mod -B the DG category Mod -pAopb
Bq of A-B -bimodules. Then an A -B -bimodule N defines a DG functor
´b
A
N : Mod -AÑ Mod -B,
given by
pM bA NqpXq “M bA Np´,Xq.
This DG functor induces an exact functor ´ bA N : H
0pMod -Aq Ñ H0pMod -Aq. We
denote by ´
L
bA N : DpAq Ñ DpBq the left derived functor.
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Similarly, given an A-B -bimodule M and a B-C -bimodule N, their tensor product
M bB N P A-Mod -C is given by
pM bB NqpX,Y q “MpX,´q bB Np´, Y q.
Deriving the resulting bifunctor on either side gives the same biexact bifunctor
DpAop b Bq ˆDpBop b Cq Ñ DpAop b Cq.
We denote by SFfgpAq Ă Mod -A the full DG subcategory of semi-free finitely generated
modules. That is, a module M is in SFfgpAq if it has a finite filtration by DG submodules,
such that all the subquotients are isomorphic to the shifts of representable DG modules. In
particular, all representable A -modules are in SFf.gpAq. In fact, SFfgpAq Ă h-projpAq,
and the category H0pSFfgpAqq is identified with the full triangulated subcategory of DpAq
generated by representable modules via shifts, cones and finite direct sums. We recall
that a DG category A is called weakly (strongly) pre-triangulated if the Yoneda functor
A Ñ FfgpAq is a quasi-equivalence (resp. a DG equivalence). In particular, for a weakly
pre-triangulated category, the category H0pAq is triangulated. By definition [BK], an
enhancement of a triangulated category T is a weakly pre-triangulated DG category A,
together with an exact equivalence H0pAq » T.
We recall that the triangulated subcategory DperfpAq Ă DpAq is defined to be the
Karoubi closure of H0pSFfgpAqq inside DpAq. In fact, the triangulated category DpAq
is compactly generated (see [Ke1, Section 4.2]) and the subcategory DpAqc of compact
objects coincides with DperfpAq (see [Ra], [Ne1, Lemma 2.2] and [Ke1, Theorem 5.3]).
We denote by dgalgk the category of DG algebras over k. By [J], it has a model structure,
with weak equivalences being quasi-isomorphisms and fibrations being surjections. This
model category is finitely generated in the terminology of [Ho]. Its finite cell objects are
the following.
Definition 2.1. [TV] A finite cell DG algebra B is a DG algebra which is isomorphic as
a graded algebra to the free algebra of finite type:
Bgr – kxx1, . . . , xny,
and moreover we have
dxi P kxx1, . . . , xi´1y, 1 ď i ď n.
We recall that for a category C, an object X P C is called a retract of an object Y P C,
if there exist morphisms f : X Ñ Y and g : Y Ñ X, such that gf “ idX .
The following definition is due to Toe¨n and Vaquie´ [TV]. It makes sense for all finitely
generated model categories.
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Definition 2.2. [TV] A DG algebra A is homotopically finitely presented (hfp), if in the
homotopy category Hopdgalgkq the object A is a retract of some finite cell DG algebra B.
We recall the notions of smoothness and properness.
Definition 2.3. [KS] 1) A DG algebra A is smooth over k if the diagonal A-A -bimodule
is perfect:
A P DperfpAbA
opq.
2) A DG algebra A is proper over k if A P Dperfpkq, or, in other words, the total
cohomology of A is finite-dimensional.
We have the following implications, due to Toe¨n and Vaquie´:
Theorem 2.4. [TV] 1) If a DG algebra is hfp over k, then it is smooth.
2) If a DG algebra is smooth and proper over k, then it is hfp.
3) If DG algebras A and A1 are Morita equivalent and A is hfp, then so is A1.
The part 3) of the above theorem implies that we can talk about the homotopy finiteness
of small DG categories, which are Morita equivalent to a DG algebra, that is, generated by
a single object.
We may as well take the category of small DG categories dgcatk, and define weak equiv-
alences as Morita equivalence. Tabuada [Tab1] has constructed the corresponding model
structure, which is again finitely generated. We denote by HoM pdgcatkq the corresponding
homotopy category.
Also, by [Tab2] there is a model structure on dgcatk with weak equivalences being quasi-
equivalences. We denote by Hopdgcatkq the corresponding homotopy category.
Definition 2.5. A DG category B is called finite cell if
i) B has a finite number of objects;
ii) the graded category Bgr is freely generated by a finite number of morphisms f1, . . . , fn;
iii) we have
dfi P kxf1, . . . fi´1y, 1 ď i ď n.
The homotopically finite DG categories are defined in the same way.
Definition 2.6. A small DG category A is homotopically finitely presented (hfp) if in the
homotopy category HoM pdgcatkq A is a retract of a finite cell DG category.
By [TV, Corollary 2.12], a DG category is hfp if and only if it is Morita equivalent to a
hfp DG algebra.
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Remark 2.7. The notions of smoothness and properness make sense for all small DG
categories, and the statements 1), 2) of Theorem 2.4 also hold for small DG categories.
The following is known but we prove it here since we do not know a reference.
Proposition 2.8. Let C be a small DG category, which is hfp, and E P ObpCq an object.
Then the DG quotient C{E is also hfp.
Proof. We may and will assume that C is a DG category with two objects, which we denote
by X1, X2, and E “ X1. Indeed, as we already mentioned, C is Morita equivalent to a
(hfp) DG algebra, hence (after possibly replacing C by a larger subcategory of SFfgpCq ) we
can find an object X P C which classically generates DperfpCq. Then the full subcategory
C1 “ tE,Xu Ă C is Morita equivalent to C, and C1{E is Morita equivalent to C{E. Hence,
we can replace C by C1 (we assume E ‰ X, since otherwise there is nothing to prove).
If C is itself finite cell, then by definition the Drinfeld DG quotient C{E is also finite
cell.
In general, consider the category dgcatkp1, 2q of DG categories with the fixed set of
objects pX1,X2q. Morphisms in dgcatkp1, 2q are DG functors which induce the identity
map on objects. Then dgcatkp1, 2q is again a finitely generated model category. Indeed, it
is equivalent to the undercategory pk ‘ k Ó dgalgkq, that is, the category of DG algebras
A equipped with a morphism k ‘ k Ñ A. It follows from [Hir, Theorem 2.7] that an
undercategory of any finitely generated model category is finitely generated.
It is easy to show that the DG category C is also homotopically finite in dgcatkp1, 2q.
Further, the Drinfeld DG quotient functor
´{X1 : dgcatkp1, 2q Ñ dgcatkp1, 2q
preserves weak equivalences, hence induces a functor
´{X1 : Hopdgcatkp1, 2qq Ñ Hopdgcatkp1, 2qq.
We already know that it preserves finite cell objects. Hence, it also preserves homotopically
finite objects, since they are retracts of finite cell objects. This proves the proposition. 
In the introduction we have introduced the notion of a smooth categorical compactifica-
tion (Definition 1.7). We have the following corollary.
Corollary 2.9. Assume that a small DG category A has a smooth categorical compactifi-
cation (Definition 1.7). Then A is hfp.
Proof. Indeed, this follows directly from Proposition 2.8 and Theorem 2.4. 
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3. Homological epimorphisms and localizations
We recall the following result of Neeman on the localizations of compactly generated
triangulated categories. If T is a compactly generated triangulated category, then T c Ă T
denotes the full triangulated subcategory of compact objects.
Theorem 3.1. [Ne2] Let T and S be compactly generated triangulated categories, and
F : T Ñ S an exact functor commuting with small direct sums and preserving compact
objects. The following are equivalent:
(i) The induced functor F c : T c Ñ Sc is a localization up to direct summands (i.e. it is
a localization onto its image, and the Karoubi completion of the image coincides with Sc );
(ii) The functor f : T Ñ S is a localization, and its kernel is generated (as a localizing
subcategory) by its intersection with T c.
We will restrict ourselves to triangulated categories with a DG enhancement. We need
to make a remark on our notation.
Notational convention. For a DG functor Φ : A Ñ B between small DG categories
we denote by Φ˚ : DpBq Ñ DpAq the restriction of scalars functor. It’s left adjoint, the
extension of scalars, is denoted by Φ˚ : DpAq Ñ DpBq. We denote by IA P A-Mod -A the
diagonal bimodule given by IApX,Y q “ ApY,Xq. When it does not lead to confusion, we
also denote this bimodule by A, as well it’s various restrictions of scalars. For example,
the extension of scalars functor above can be written as
Φ˚p´q “ ´
L
b
A
B.
The following notion of a homological epimorphism is a straightforward generalization of
the corresponding notions from [GL] (the case of associative rings) and [Pau] (the case of
DG algebras).
Definition 3.2. A DG functor Φ : A Ñ B between small DG categories is a homological
epimorphism if the extension of scalars functor
Φ˚ : DpAq Ñ DpBq
is a localization.
Remark 3.3. An exact functor F : T Ñ S between (not necessarily small) triangulated
categories is a localization if the infuced functor F¯ : T { kerpF q Ñ S is an equivalence,
which is in general hard to verify (for example, Conjecture 1.9 is a statement of this kind).
However, if we moreover assume that the functor F has a left (resp. right) adjoint G,
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then the condition on F to be a localization is equivalent to the condition on G to be fully
faithful.
Indeed, the composition G¯ : S
G
ÝÑ T Ñ T { kerpF q is left (resp. right) adjoint to F¯ .
Thus, if F is a localization, then G¯ is an equivalence, and in fact G identifies S with
KpkerF q (resp. with pkerF qK ). Conversely, if G is fully faithful, that GpSq Ă T is right
(resp. left) admissible and kerpF q “ GpSqK (resp. KGpSq ), hence F is a localization.
The property of being a homological epimorphism has a number of reformulations.
Proposition 3.4. Let Φ : A Ñ B be a DG functor between small DG categories. The
following are equivalent:
(i) Φ is a homological epimorphism;
(ii) the restriction of scalars functor Φ˚ : DpBq Ñ DpAq is fully faithful;
(iii) For any X,Y P ObpBq the natural (composition) morphism
BpΦp´q, Y q
L
b
A
BpX,Φp´qq Ñ BpX,Y q
is an isomorphism in Dpkq;
(iv) The natural morphism
(3.1) B
L
b
A
B “ pΦb Φopq˚IA Ñ IB
is an isomorphism in DpB b Bopq.
Proof. (i)ô (ii). This follows from the adjunction between Φ˚ and Φ˚ and Remark 3.3.
(ii)ô (iv). Indeed, fully-faithfulness of Φ˚ is equivalent to the condition on the adjunc-
tion counit Φ˚Φ˚ Ñ id to be an isomorphism. But the composition Φ
˚Φ˚ is given by the
tensor multiplication by the B-B -bimodule B
L
bA B. The counit morphism corresponds
to the morphism (3.1). Thus, the counit is an isomorphism iff the morphism (3.1) is an
isomorphism in DpB b Bopq.
(iii) is essentially a reformulation of (iv). 
Corollary 3.5. If Φ : AÑ B is a homological epimorphism and A is smooth, then B is
also smooth.
Proof. By definition of homological smoothness, the bimodule IA P DpAbA
opq is perfect.
The extension of scalars functor always preserves perfect complexes. Hence, condition (iv)
from Proposition 3.4 implies that IB P DpB b B
opq is also perfect, thus B is smooth. 
For completeness, we list the following equivalent reformulations of the (simpler) property
of being quasi-fully-faithful.
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Proposition 3.6. Let Φ : A Ñ B be a DG functor between small DG categories. The
following are equivalent:
(i) Φ is quasi-fully-faithful;
(ii) the functor Φ˚ : DpAq Ñ DpBq is fully faithful;
(iii) the functor Φ˚ : DpBq Ñ DpAq is a localization;
(iv) the natural morphism
(3.2) IA Ñ pΦ bΦ
opq˚IB
is an isomorphism in DpAbAopq.
Proof. (i)ô (iv). Indeed, we have that pΦ b Φopq˚IBpX,Y q “ BpΦpXq,ΦpY qq. Further,
the morphism (3.2) is given exactly by the morphisms ApX,Y q Ñ BpΦpXq,ΦpY qq. Hence,
(3.2) is a quasi-isomorphism of bimodules iff Φ is quasi-fully-faithful.
(ii)ô (iii) follows from the adjunction and Remark 3.3.
(ii)ô (iv) is proved exactly in the same way as in Proposition 3.4. 
So the properties of being homological epimorphism and quasi-fully-faithful are dual to
each other.
Definition 3.7. We call a DG functor Φ : AÑ B between small DG categories a localiza-
tion if the functor Φ˚ : Dperf pAq Ñ Dperf pBq is a localization up to direct summands.
The above Theorem 3.1 directly implies the following.
Corollary 3.8. Let Φ : A Ñ B be a functor between small DG categories. The following
are equivalent:
(i) Φ is a localization;
(ii) Φ is a homological epimorphism and the kernel of Φ˚ : DpAq Ñ DpBq is generated
(as a localizing subcategory) by its intersection with Dperf pAq.
We finish this section by mentioning a situation when a homological epimorphism is
automatically a localization.
Lemma 3.9. Suppose that we have a commutative square of DG functors
A
F1ÝÝÝÝÑ B
G1
§§đ G2§§đ
C
F2ÝÝÝÝÑ D
Suppose that F1 and F2 are quasi-fully-faithful, G1 is a localization, G2 is a homological
epimorphism, and the induced functor G¯2 : B{F1pAq Ñ D{F2pCq is a Morita equivalence.
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Then G2 is a localization. Moreover, we have an identification of subcategories:
kerpG˚2 : DperfpBq Ñ Dperf pDqq “ F
˚
1 pkerpG
˚
1 : DperfpAq Ñ Dperf pCqqq.
Proof. By Corollary 3.8, we only need to show that kerpG˚2 : DpBq Ñ DpDqq is identified
with F ˚1 pkerpG
˚
1 : DpAq Ñ DpCqqq. Let us denote by pr1 : B Ñ B{F1pAq, pr2 : D Ñ
D{F2pCq the projection DG functors. We have semi-orthogonal decompositions
(3.3) DpBq “ xpr1˚DpB{F1pAqq, F
˚
1 DpAqy, DpDq “ xpr2˚DpD{F2pCqq, F
˚
2 DpCqy.
The functor G˚2 : DpBq Ñ DpDq is compatible with the semi-orthogonal decompositions
(3.3), and it induces the functors G¯2
˚
and G˚1 on the components. By our assumptions,
the functor G¯2
˚
is an equivalence. It follows that kerpG˚2 : DpBq Ñ DpDqq is contained in
F ˚1 pDpAqq. This yields the assertion. 
4. Gluing of DG categories
First we recall the notion of gluing, following the notation of [Or1].
Definition 4.1. Let A and B be small DG categories, and M P DpAbBopq a bimodule.
1) Define the DG category C “ AvMB as follows. First, ObpAvMBq “ ObpAq\ObpBq.
The complexes of morphisms are defined by
CpX,Y q “
$’’’’’’&
’’’’’’%
ApX,Y q for X,Y P A;
BpX,Y q for X,Y P B;
MpX,Y q for X P A, Y P B;
0 for X P B, Y P A.
The composition in AvMB is given by the compositions in A, B and by the bimodule
structure on M .
2) The DG category A iM B is defined as follows. Its objects are triples pX,Y, µq,
where X P ObpAq, Y P ObpBq, and µ P M0pX,Y q a closed element of degree zero. The
graded k -modules of morphisms are defined by HomppX,Y, µq, pX 1, Y 1, µ1qq “ ApX,X 1q ‘
BpY, Y 1q ‘MpX,Y 1qr´1s. The differential is given by the formula
dpf1, f2, f12q “ pdpf1q, dpf2q,´dpf12q ´ f2µ` µ
1f1q.
The composition is given by
pf1, f2, f12q ˝ pg1, g2, g12q “ pf1 ˝ g1, f2 ˝ g2, f12g1 ` p´1q
|f2|f2g12q.
These two versions of gluing are related to each other as follows.
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Proposition 4.2. 1) There is a natural fully faithful DG functor Φ : A iM B Ñ
SFfgpAvMBq, given on objects by pX,Y, µq ÞÑ ConephX
µ
ÝÑ hY q. Moreover, Φ is a
Morita equivalence.
2) If both A and B are weakly (resp. strongly) pre-triangulated, then Φ is a quasi-
equivalence (resp. a DG equivalence).
Proof. Straightforward checking. 
Remark 4.3. It follows from Proposition 4.2 1) that for any DG functor F : AvMB Ñ C,
where C is strongly pre-triangulated, we have a natural DG functor F 1 : AiMB Ñ C, where
F 1pX,Y, µq “ ConepF pµq : F pXq Ñ F pY qq (the DG functor F 1 is well defined defined up
to a canonical DG isomorphism). We use this observation implicitly in the sequel.
We now describe the operations of gluing in terms of adjoint functors, following Tabuada
[Tab3].
Definition 4.4. [Tab3, Definition 12.1] An upper triangular DG category is a triple
pA,B,Mq, where A and B are small DG categories, and M P B-Mod -A is a DG bimod-
ule. A morphism pA1,B1,M1q Ñ pA2,B2,M2q is given by a triple pFA, FB, FM q, where
FA : A1 Ñ A2 and FB : B1 Ñ B2 are DG functors, and FM : M1 Ñ pFA b F
op
B
q˚M2 is a
morphism of DG bimodules. The composition is defined in the natural way.
The category of upper triangulated DG categories is denoted by dgcattrk . Note that we
have a natural functor I : dgcatk Ñ dgcat
tr
k , IpAq “ pA,A, IAq.
Proposition 4.5. 1) The functor I : dgcatk Ñ dgcat
tr
k has a left adjoint v : dgcat
tr
k Ñ
dgcatk, given by pA,B,Mq ÞÑ AvMB.
2) The functor I : dgcatk Ñ dgcat
tr
k has a right adjoint i : dgcat
tr
k Ñ dgcatk, given by
pA,B,Mq Ñ AiM B.
Proof. Both assertions essentially follow directly from the definitions. To prove 1), it suffices
to note that a DG functor F : AvMB Ñ C is determined by the restricted functors
FA : AÑ C, FB : B Ñ C, and by the morphisms MpX,Y q Ñ CpFApXq, FBpY qq for X P A,
Y P B. The latter define a morphism of A-B -bimodules FM : M Ñ pFA b F
op
B
q˚IC . This
gives a morphism pFA, FB, FM q : pA,B,Mq Ñ IpCq in dgcat
tr
k . Conversely, a morphism
pA,B,Mq Ñ IpCq defines a DG functor AvMB Ñ C. This proves 1).
To prove 2), let us note that a morphism pF1, F2, fq : IpCq Ñ pA,B,Mq in dgcat
tr
k gives
us a DG functor Φ : C Ñ AiM B, by the formula
(4.1) ΦpXq “ pF1pXq, F2pXq, fp1X qq.
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Conversely, given Φ : C Ñ AiM B, we define the functors F1, F2 to be the compositions
F1 : C Ñ AiM B Ñ A, F2 : C Ñ AiM B Ñ B.
The morphism f : IC Ñ pF1bF
op
2 q˚M is uniquely determined by (4.1). This proves 2). 
According to [Tab3, Proposition 12.6 and Theorem 12.9], the category dgcattrk admits
two natural structures of a cofibrantly generated model category. In the first one, the weak
equivalences are total quasi-equivalences, i.e. the morphisms F : pA,B,Mq Ñ pA1,B1,M 1q
such that FA and FB are quasi-equivalences, and FM is a quasi-isomorphism. Equiva-
lently, the DG functor vpF q is required to be a quasi-equivalence. We denote the corre-
sponding homotopy category by Hopdgcattrk q.
In the second model structure, the weak equivalences are total Morita equivalences, which
are defined similarly, but now FA and FB are required to be Morita equivalences. Equiva-
lently, vpF q is required to be a Morita equivalence. We denote the corresponding homotopy
category by HoM pdgcat
tr
k q.
Corollary 4.6. 1) The functor I sends quasi-equivalences to total quasi-equivalences, and
the functors v,i send total quasi-equivalences to quasi-equivalences. In particular, these
functors induce the functors HopIq : Hopdgcatkq Ñ Hopdgcat
tr
k q and Hopvq,Hopiq :
Hopdgcattrk q Ñ Hopdgcatkq. The functor Hopvq (resp. the functor Hopiq ) is left (resp.
right) adjoint to HopIq.
2) The functor I sends Morita equivalences to total Morita equivalences. The functors
v,i send total Morita equivalences to Morita equivalences. In particular, these functors
induce the functors HoM pIq : HoM pdgcatkq Ñ HoM pdgcat
tr
k q and HoM pvq,HoM piq :
HoM pdgcat
tr
k q Ñ HoM pdgcatkq. The functor HoM pvq (resp. the functor HoM piq ) is left
(resp. right) adjoint to HoM pIq.
We need the following statement on morphisms in Hopdgcattrk q.
Proposition 4.7. 1) Let A, B be small DG categories. We have a natural functor U˜A,B :
Z0pB-Mod -Aq Ñ dgcattrk , given on objects by U˜A,BpMq “ pA,B,Mq. The functor U˜A,B
sends quasi-isomorphisms to total quasi-equivalences. In particular, it induces a functor
UA,B : DpAb B
opq Ñ Hopdgcattrk q.
2) Let FA : A Ñ A
1, FB : B Ñ B
1 be DG functors between small DG categories, and
take M P B-Mod -A, M 1 P B1-Mod -A1. Then we have natural maps
(4.2) u˜ : Z0pHomAbBoppM, pFA b F
op
B
q˚M
1qq Ñ Homdgcattr
k
ppA,B,Mq, pA1,B1,M 1qq
(4.3) u : HomDpAbBopqpM, pFA b F
op
B
q˚M
1q Ñ HomHopdgcattr
k
qppA,B,Mq, pA
1,B1,M 1qq.
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Proof. 1) The functor U˜A,B is defined on morphisms by U˜A,Bpfq “ pidA, idB, fq. The
remaining assertion follows immediately from the definition of a total quasi-equivalence.
2) The map u˜ is given by u˜pfq “ pFA, FB, fq. The map u is given by upfq “ g˝UA,Bpfq,
where g is the natural morphism
g “ pFA, FB, idq : pA,B, pFA b F
op
B
q˚M
1q Ñ pA1,B1,M 1q in Hopdgcattrk q.

Finally, we need the following observation on filtered colimits in dgcattrk .
Proposition 4.8. Let tpAj ,Bj,MjqujPJ be a filtered diagram in dgcatk . Then we have
colimJpAj ,Bj,Mjq “ pA,B,Mq, where
A “ colimJ Aj , B “ colimJ Bj, M “ colimJpA b
Aj
Mj b
Bj
Bq
(note that we take non-derived tensor product).
Proof. This follows directly from the definition of dgcattrk , and from the standard adjunction
between extension of scalars and restriction of scalars. 
5. More on gluing
We now prove some technical results about gluing of DG categories. For a DG functor
F : D Ñ E let us denote by NF P D-Mod -E the corresponding DG bimodule given by the
formula
NF pX,Y q “ EpX,F pY qq.
Clearly, we have
F ˚ – ´
L
b
D
NF : DpDq Ñ DpEq, F˚ – ´
L
b
E
NF op : DpEq Ñ DpFq.
We recall the notion of (derived) adjoint bimodules. Let M P D-Mod -E , and N P
E-Mod -D. We say that M is left adjoint to N if we have morphisms
τ : ID ÑM
L
b
E
N in DpD bDopq, ε : N
L
b
D
M Ñ IE in DpE b E
opq
such that the following compositions are equal to the identity:
M
τb1
ÝÝÑM
L
b
E
N
L
b
D
M
1bε
ÝÝÑM, N
1bτ
ÝÝÑ N
L
b
E
M
L
b
D
N
εb1
ÝÝÑ N.
In the case of such adjunction, M and N uniquely determine each other up to a natural
isomorphism in the derived category. Moreover, M and N are E -perfect, and we have
N – RHomEpM, IE q in DpDbE
opq. We write MR for N, and NL for M. In this section
it will be convenient for us to write Fiberp´q instead of Conep´qr´1s.
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The following lemma is simply a DG interpretation of mutation of semi-orthogonal de-
compositions of triangulated categories.
Lemma 5.1. Let A and B be small DG categories, and M P PerfApA b B
opq. Then for
the right adjoint bimodule MR P PerfAoppB b A
opq the DG categories C :“ A iM B and
B iMR A are naturally Morita equivalent.
Proof. Replacing A and B by Morita equivalent DG categories, we may assume that the
bimodule M is of the form NF , where F : B Ñ A is a DG functor. The right adjoint
bimodule MR is then quasi-isomorphic to NF op.
Define a DG functor ΨB : B Ñ C by ΨBpXq “ pF pXq,X, idF pXqq P C on objects, and
by ΨBpfq “ pF pfq, f, 0q on morphisms. Since
CpΨBpX1q,ΨBpX2qq “ FiberpApF pX1q, F pX2qq‘BpX1,X2q
pid,F pX1,X2qq
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ ApF pX1q, F pX2qqq,
we see that ΨB is quasi-fully-faithful.
Further, we define the DG fully faithful functor ΨA : AÑ C by ΨApY q “ pY, 0, 0q. We
have that
(5.1) CpΨApY q,ΨBpXqq “ FiberpApY, F pXqq
id
ÝÑ ApY, F pXqqq
is an acyclic complex. Further, we have an isomorphism
(5.2) CpΨBpXq,ΨApY qq – ApF pXq, Y q “ NF oppX,Y q.
Altogether, we get a quasi-fully-faithful DG functor
Ψ : BvNFopAÑ C,
given by the functors ΨB,ΨA and the isomorphisms (5.2). Moreover, its image generates
DperfpBvNFopAq. Therefore, Ψ is a Morita equivalence. By Proposition 4.2, the DG
categories BvNFopA and B iNFop A are Morita equivalent. This proves the proposition.

Lemma 5.2. Let A and B be small DG categories and M P B-Mod -A a bimodule.
Suppose that we are given a small DG category C.
1)A pair of DG functors pΦA : AÑ C, ΦB : B Ñ Cq induces the maps
φ˜ : Z0pHomAbBoppM, pΦA b Φ
op
B
q˚ICqq Ñ HomdgcatkpAvMB, Cq
φ : HomDpAbBopqpM, pΦA b Φ
op
B
q˚ICq Ñ HomHopdgcatkqpAvMB, Cq.
2) A pair of DG functors pΦA : C Ñ A, ΦB : C Ñ Bq induces the maps
ψ˜ : Z0pHomCbCoppIC , pΦA b Φ
op
B
q˚Mqq Ñ HomdgcatkpC,A iM Bq.
ψ : HomDpCbCopqpIC , pΦA b Φ
op
B
q˚Mq Ñ HomHopdgcatkqpC,A iM Bq.
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Proof. 1) The maps φ˜, ψ˜ come from the map u˜ in Proposition 4.7 2), and the adjunctions
from Proposition 4.5. Similarly, the maps φ, ψ come from the map u in Proposition 4.7
2), and the adjunctions from Corollary 4.6 1). 
It will be convenient to use a specific way to compute derived tensor products, namely
via bar resolutions. For the rest of this section we denote by M
L
bA N the complex of
k -modules which is defined as follows to be the following complex of k -modules. As a
graded k -module, it is given by
pM
L
bA Nq
gr “
à
ně0
à
X0,...,XnPA
MpXnq bApXn´1,Xnqr1s b ¨ ¨ ¨ bApX0,X1qr1s bNpX0q.
Let us write xrfn | ¨ ¨ ¨ | f1sy instead of xb fn b ¨ ¨ ¨ b y. The differential is given by
dpxrfn | ¨ ¨ ¨ | f1syq “ dM pxqrfn | . . . f1sy `
nÿ
i“1
p´1qεixrfn | ¨ ¨ ¨ | dApfiq | ¨ ¨ ¨ | f1sy`
p´1qε0xrfn | ¨ ¨ ¨ | f1sdN pyq ` p´1q
|x|xfnrfn´1 | ¨ ¨ ¨ | f1sy`
n´1ÿ
i“1
p´1qεixrfn | ¨ ¨ ¨ | fi`1fi | ¨ ¨ ¨ | f1sy ´ p´1q
ε1xrfn | ¨ ¨ ¨ | f2sf1y,
where εi “ |x| `
nř
j“i`1
|fj | ´ n` i, for 0 ď i ď n.
In fact, the complex M
L
bA N is naturally isomorphic to M bA Y˜ bA N, Y˜ is the bar
resolution of the diagonal A-A bimodule, as defined in [Ke1, Example 6.6].
Note that we have a natural morphism of complexes
f :M
L
bA N ÑM bA N, fpxrfn | ¨ ¨ ¨ | f1syq “
$&
%
xb y for n “ 0;
0 for n ą 0.
More generally, given an A-B -bimodule M and a B-C -bimodule N, we define the
A-C -bimodule M
L
b N by the formula
pM
L
b NqpX,Y q “MpX,´q
L
b
B
Np´, Y q.
This operation on bimodules is naturally associative on the chain level, which makes it
convenient for us.
Lemma 5.3. Suppose that we are given with small DG categories A,B, bimodule M P
Mod -pA b Bopq, a small DG category C, DG functors ΦA : A Ñ C, ΦB : B Ñ C, and a
morphism f :M Ñ pΦA b Φ
op
B
q˚IC in B-Mod -A. Then the following are equivalent
(i) the DG functor φ˜pfq : AvMB Ñ C is a homological epimorphism;
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(ii) the DG C b Cop -module
(5.3) TotpC
L
b
A
M
L
b
B
C Ñ C
L
b
A
C ‘ C
L
b
B
C Ñ Cq
is acyclic, where the derived tensor product is computed using bar resolutions (so that we
take the totalization of an actual complex of DG bimodules).
Proof. Indeed, by Proposition 3.4 we have that (i) is equivalent to the acyclicity of the DG
C b Cop -module
ConepC
L
b
AvMB
C Ñ Cq.
But if we compute the derived tensor product via bar resolution, we see that this DG
C b Cop -module is DG isomorphic to (5.3). This proves the lemma. 
Lemma 5.4. Assume that we have a morphism Φ “ pΦA,ΦB,ΦMq : pA,B,Mq Ñ
pA1,B1,M 1q in dgcattrk .
Then the morphism Ψ “ vpΦq : AvMB Ñ A
1vM 1B
1 is a localization (resp. homolog-
ical epimorphism) iff both DG functors ΦA and ΦB are localizations (resp. homological
epimorphisms) and we have an isomorphism
(5.4) pΦA b Φ
op
B
q˚M
„
ÑM 1
in DpAb Bopq, which corresponds by adjunction to ΦM .
Proof. First we prove the statement for homological epimorphisms. We have the following
isomorphisms:
pΨbΨopq˚pIAvMBq|A1bA1op – A
1
L
b
A
A1 in DpA1 bA1opq,
pΨbΨopq˚pIAvMBq|B1bB1op – B
1
L
b
B
B1 in DpB1 b B1opq,
pΨbΨopq˚pIAvMBq|A1bB1op – B
1
L
b
B
M
L
b
A
A1 in DpA1 b B1opq,
pΨ bΨopq˚pIAvMBq|B1bA1op “ 0 in DpB
1 bA1opq.
It follows that Ψ is a homological epimorphism iff both ΦA and ΦB are homological
epimorphisms and the morphism (5.4) is an isomorphism.
Now, assume that Ψ is a homological epimorphism. By Corollary 3.8, Ψ is a localization
iff the kernel of
Ψ˚ : DpAvMBq Ñ DpA
1
vM 1B
1q
is generated by compact objects as a localizing subcategory. But the functor Ψ˚ is com-
patible with semi-orthogonal decompositions
DpAvMBq “ xDpAq,DpBqy, DpA
1
vM 1B
1q “ xDpA1q,DpB1qy,
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and it induces the functors Φ˚
A
: DpAq Ñ DpA1q, Φ˚
B
: DpBq Ñ DpB1q. Since both semi-
orthogonal decompositions induce decompositions on compact objects, it follows that ker Φ˚
is generated by compact objects iff both ker Φ˚
A
and ker Φ˚
B
are generated by compact
objects. This proves the assertion about localizations. 
We will use the following special case of the gluing construction.
Definition 5.5. Suppose that we are given a pair of DG functors between small DG cate-
gories
A
F1ÐÝ C
F2ÝÑ B.
Take the B-A -bimodule
M :“ B
L
b
C
A,
where the derived tensor product is computed via bar resolution. We put
AvpCqB :“ AvMB, AipCq B :“ AiM B.
Lemma 5.6. 1) Assume that we have a commutative diagram of DG categories
A
F1ÐÝÝÝÝ C
G1
§§đ F2§§đ
D
G2ÐÝÝÝÝ B.
Then it induces a natural DG functor
(5.5) AvpCqB Ñ D.
2) The functor (5.5) is a homological epimorphism iff the DG D bDop -module
TotpD
L
b
C
D Ñ D
L
b
A
D ‘D
L
b
B
D Ñ Dq
is acyclic.
Proof. 1) By Lemma 5.2 it suffices to define a morphism of bimodules
f : B
L
b
C
AÑ pG1 bG
op
2 q˚ID.
We define f to be the composition
B
L
b
C
AÑ B b
C
A
f 1
ÝÑ pG1 bG
op
2 q˚ID,
f 1pg2 b g1q “ G2pg2qG1pg1q for g1 P ApX,F1pY qq, g2 P BpF2pY q, Zq.
2) The second assertion is a direct application of Lemma 5.3. 
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Lemma 5.7. 1) For a pair of DG functors A
F1ÐÝ C
F2ÝÑ B, there is a natural DG quasi-
functor C Ñ AipCq B.
2)Assume that we have a commutative diagram of DG categories
A
F1ÐÝÝÝÝ C
G1
§§đ F2§§đ
D
G2ÐÝÝÝÝ B,
such that D is strongly pre-triangulated. Then the composition C Ñ AipCq B Ñ D is zero
in Hopdgcatkq.
Proof. 1) We have the natural morphism in DpA b Bopq : C – C
L
bC C Ñ B
L
bC A. By
Lemma 5.2 2), this morphism induces a quasi-functor C Ñ AipCq B.
2) Denoting by Φ : C Ñ D the composite quasi-functor, for any object X P C we see
that ΦpXq “ ConepG1F1pXq
id
ÝÑ G2F2pXqq » 0 in H
0pDq. 
Lemma 5.8. 1) Assume that there is a morphism of diagrams
Φ : pA
F1Ð C
F2Ñ Bq Ñ pA1
F 1
1Ð C1
F 1
2Ñ B1q,
i.e. a triple of DG functors pΦA : A Ñ A
1,ΦA : B Ñ B
1,ΦC : C Ñ C
1q, such that both
squares commute. Then Φ induces a DG functor
Ψ : AvpCqB Ñ A
1
vpC1qB
1.
2) In the notation of 1), assume that the DG functors ΦA and ΦB are localizations, and
ΦC is a homological epimorphism. Then the DG functor Ψ is a localization.
Proof. 1) By Lemma 5.4, it suffices to define a morphism of bimodules
g : B
L
b
C
AÑ pΦA b Φ
op
B
q˚pB
1
L
b
C1
A1q.
It is defined in the natural way since the derived tensor products are computed via bar
resolution. Also, by adjunction g corresponds to the following composition in DpAbBopq :
(5.6) pΦA b Φ
op
B
q˚pB
L
b
C
Aq “ B1
L
b
B
B
L
b
C
A
L
b
A
A1 – B1
L
b
C1
C1
L
b
C
C1
L
b
C1
A1 Ñ B1
L
b
C1
A1.
2) By Lemma 5.4, we only need to check that the composition (5.6) is an isomorphism.
But since the DG functor ΦC is a homological epimorphism, the morphism C
1
L
b CC1 Ñ C1
is an isomorphism in DpC1bC1opq, hence the last arrow of (5.6) is also an isomorphism. 
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Lemma 5.9. Suppose that we have a filtered diagram of pairs of DG functors pAj
F
j
1ÐÝÝ
Cj
F
j
2ÝÝÑ Bjq, j P J. Put A :“ colimJ Aj, B :“ colimJ Bj, C :“ colimJ Cj. Then we have
an isomorphism
(5.7) colimJpAj ipCjq Bjq
„
ÝÑ AipCq B
in dgcatk .
Proof. Applying Proposition 4.8, we obtain an isomorphism colimJpAj,Bj ,Bj
L
bCj Ajq –
pA,B,B
L
bC Aq in dgcat
tr
k . It is straightforward to check that the functor i : dgcat
tr
k Ñ
dgcatk commutes with filtered colimits. This implies the isomorphism (5.7). 
Lemma 5.10. Within the notation of Lemma 5.6, suppose that C “ A, D “ B, F1 “
idA, G2 “ idB . We assume that A and B are strongly pre-triangulated. We denote by
Φ : A ipAq B Ñ B the induced DG functor, and by Ψ : A Ñ A ipAq B the induced DG
quasi-functor.
Then Ψ is quasi-fully-faithful, we have a semi-orthogonal decomposition
rAipAq Bs “ xrBs,ΨprBsqy,
and the functor rΦs : rA ipAq Bs Ñ rBs is a left semi-orthogonal projection. In particular,
the functor Φ is a localization, and its kernel is generated by ΨpBq.
Proof. Let us note that we have a quasi-equivalence AipAq B
„
ÝÑ AiNF B. The assertion
then follows from the proof of Lemma 5.1. 
Definition 5.11. A semi-orthogonal decomposition of a DG category B is pair of
DG functors F1 : A1 Ñ B, F2 : A2 Ñ B, such that F1, F2 are quasi-fully-
faithful, and the triangulated category Dperf pBq has a semi-orthogonal decomposition
Dperf pBq “ xF
˚
1 DperfpA1q, F
˚
2 DperfpA2qy. If these conditions are satisfied, we write B “
xF1pA1q, F2pA2qy. We also write B “ xA1,A2y if the DG functors F1 and F2 are either
clear from the context, or irrelevant.
Remark 5.12. Let us note that, within notation of Definition 5.11, the natural DG functor
A1vpF1bF
op
2
q˚IB
A2 Ñ B is a Morita equivalence.
Lemma 5.13. Suppose that we have morphisms of diagrams pA1 Ð C1 Ñ B1q
Φ1
ÝÑ pA Ð
C Ñ Bq
Φ2
ÐÝ pA2 Ð C2 Ñ B2q, with components Φ
i
A
: Ai Ñ A, Φ
i
B
: Bi Ñ B, Φ
i
C
:
Ci Ñ C. Suppose that we have a semi-orthogonal decomposition A “ xΦ1pA1q,Φ2pA2qy,
and similarly for B and C. Let us denote by Ψi : Ai ipCiq Bi Ñ A ipCq B the induced
functors (by Lemma 5.8, 1)). Then we have a semi-orthogonal decomposition
(5.8) AipCq B “ xΨ
1pA1 ipC1q B1q,Ψ
2pA2 ipC2q B2qy.
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Proof. By Remark 5.12, we may and will assume that A “ A1vpΦ1
A
bpΦ2
A
qopq˚A2, and the
functors Φi
A
are natural inclusions (and similarly for B and C ). Under these assump-
tions, the morphism of Bi-Ai -bimodules Bi
L
bCi Ai Ñ pΦ
i
A
b pΦi
B
qopq˚pB
L
bC Aq is an
isomorphism, i “ 1, 2. Moreover, the B1-A2 -bimodule pΦ
2
A
b pΦ1
B
qopq˚pB
L
bC Aq is zero.
It follows that both Ψ1 and Ψ2 are quasi-fully-faithful, the images of Ψ1 and Ψ2 are
semi-orthogonal in H0pA ipCq Bq, and they generate DperfpA ipCq Bq. This proves the
semi-orthogonal decomposition (5.8). 
We also prove here one result which is unnecessary for the rest of the paper.
Proposition 5.14. Let C “ AvMB. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) C is hfp;
(ii) both A and B are hfp and M is perfect.
Proof. (i)ñ (ii) First, A and B are hfp by Proposition 2.8. Further, Since C is smooth,
it follows from [LS, Theorem 3.24] that M is perfect.
(ii)ñ (i) First suppose that A and B are finite cell DG categories. If M is also finite
cell (i.e. semi-free finitely generated) then AvMB is also finite cell, hence homotopically
finite.
If M is any perfect DG module, then in DpAbBopq it is a retract of some finite cell DG
module N, and AvMB is a homotopy retract of AvNB, hence AvMB is homotopically
finite.
Now suppose that more generally A is a homotopy retract of some finite cell A1, and B
is a homotopy retract of some finite cell B1, and ΦA : AÑ A
1, ΦB : B Ñ B
1 are the cor-
responding DG quasi-functors. Then AvMB is a homotopy retract of A
1vpΦAbΦ
op
B
q˚MB
1,
which is already known to be homotopically finite. Proposition is proved. 
6. Exotic derived categories
In this section we recall the notion of absolute and coderived categories. The exotic de-
rived categories were introduced by Positselski [Pos1, Pos2]. The case of a locally noetherian
abelian category was also studied earlier by Krause [Kr1].
Definition 6.1. Let C be an exact category with exact small coproducts. Denote by KpCq
the homotopy category of complexes of objects in C. Define the subcategory of coacyclic
complexes co-AcyclpCq Ă KpCq to be the localizing subcategory generated by the totalizations
of short exact sequences of complexes. Then the coderived category is defined as the quotient:
DcopCq :“ KpCq{co-AcyclpCq.
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Here by a ”totalization” of a short exact sequence of complexes we mean the sum-total
complex of the corresponding bicomplex (in this bicomplex the non-zero columns are given
by the terms of the exact sequence, and they are placed in degrees ´1, 0 and 1 ). The
localizing subcategory of a triangulated category with small coproducts (i.e. cocomplete)
is by definition a full triangulated subcategory which is closed under small coproducts.
Note that a bounded below acyclic complex is always co-acyclic, hence we have a natural
functor
D`pCq Ñ DcopCq.
We will be mostly interested in locally noetherian abelian categories [Gab1, Gab2]. Recall
that an abelian category C is locally noetherian if it has small coproducts and exact direct
limits (AB5), and C has a small generating set of noetherian objects. For such a category
C, we denote by Cf Ă C the full (essentially small) subcategory of noetherian objects.
Also, we denote by Dbf pCq Ă D
bpCq the subcategory of complexes with bounded noetherian
cohomology.
The basic example of a locally noetherian category is the category C “ QCohpXq of
quasi-coherent sheaves on a noetherian scheme X. In this case Cf “ CohpXq.
Theorem 6.2. Let C be a locally noetherian abelian category. Then the following holds.
1) There is a semi-orthogonal decomposition KpCq “ xKpInjCq, co-AcyclpCqy, where
KpInjCq is the homotopy category of complexes with injective components.
2) The functor D`pCq Ñ DcopCq is fully faithful.
3) The category DcopCq is compactly generated, and the subcategory of compact objects
coincides with the essential image of the composition
Dbf pCq Ñ D
`pCq Ñ DcopCq.
Proof. The statement 1) is proved in [Pos2, Section 3.7] in a different but analogous context.
It also follows from [Pos3, Corollary A.6.2] after inversion of arrows.
The statement 2) is proved in [Pos3, Lemma A.1.2 (a)].
The statement 3) follows from 1) and [Kr1, Proposition 2.3] 
We will use the following terminology borrowed from [Dr2, Section 2].
Definition 6.3. 1) A Z` -category is a pair pC,W q, where C is a category, and W :
idC ñ idC is a natural transformation.
2) A Z` -functor between Z` -categories pC1,W1q and pC2,W2q is a functor F : C1 Ñ C2
such that pW2qF pXq “ F ppW1qXq for any object X P C1.
In [BDFIK, Definition 4.1] a Z` -functor is called ”factored functor”.
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We will say that a Z` -category pC,W q is additive (resp. abelian, exact,...) if the
underlying category C is additive (resp. abelian, exact,...), and similarly for Z` -functors.
Definition 6.4. Let pC,W q be a Z` -category. A matrix factorization is a pair pF, δq,
where F “ F ev ‘ F odd is a Z{2 -graded object in C, and δ : F Ñ F is an odd morphism
such that δ2 “WF .
Matrix factorizations form a Z{2 -graded DG category which we denote by MFdgpC,W q.
This DG category is strongly pre-triangulated. We denote by KpC,W q its homotopy cat-
egory.
Suppose that C is moreover abelian. If C is small, then we define the triangulated sub-
category AcyclpW q Ă KpC,W q of absolutely acyclic matrix factorizations to be generated
by the totalizations of short exact sequence of matrix factorizations. The absolute derived
category is defined as the quotient
DabspC,W q :“ KpC,W q{AcyclpW q.
Remark 6.5. Note that by the definition of the category DabspC,W q, it has a natural DG
enhancement, given by the DG quotient MFdgpC,W q{AcycldgpW q, where AcycldgpW q is
the full DG subcategory of absolutely acyclic matrix factorizations.
If C has exact small coproducts, then we define the subcategory co-AcyclpW q Ă KpC,W q
to be the localizing subcategory generated by totalizations of short exact sequences. In this
case the coderived category is defined as the quotient
KpC,W q{co-AcyclpW q.
Theorem 6.6. Let pC,W q be a locally noetherian abelian Z` -category. Then the following
holds.
1) There is a semi-orthogonal decomposition KpC,W q “ xKpInjC,W q, co-AcyclpW qy,
where KpInjC,W q is the homotopy category of matrix factorizations with injective compo-
nents.
2) The category DcopC,W q is compactly generated, and the subcategory of compact objects
is the Karoubi completion of the essential image of the functor
DabspCf ,W q Ñ D
copC,W q,
which is fully faithful.
Proof. 1) The statement 1) is proved in [Pos2, Section 3.7] in a different but analogous
context.
The statement 2) is proved in the same way as [EP, Proposition 1.5 (d)]. 
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In the special case when C “ QCohX for some noetherian separated scheme, and W
is given by a regular function on X we write DcopQCohpX,W qq or just DcopX,W q. in-
stead of DcopQCohX,W q. We also write DabspCohpX,W qq or DabscohpX,W q instead of
DabspCohX,W q.
7. Coherent sheaves and coherent matrix factorizations
7.1. Coherent sheaves. Our reference for the notion of enhancement is [BK].
Fix some base field k. Let X be separated noetherian scheme over k. Recall that
the category QCohpXq is locally noetherian, and CohpXq Ă QCohpXq is exactly its
subcategory of noetherian objects. Hence, by Theorem 6.2 3), the triangulated cate-
gory DbcohpXq is exactly the subcategory of compact objects in the coderived category
DcopXq :“ DcopQCohpXqq.
We will need the following enhancement of DcopXq. Denote by FlasquepXq Ă QCohpXq
the subcategory of all flasque quasi-coherent sheaves. It is closed under small coprod-
ucts, extensions, and under cokernels of injections. It contains the category of injective
quasi-coherent sheaves: InjpXq Ă FlasquepXq. It follows that one has a semi-orthogonal
decomposition
KpFlasquepXqq “ xKpInjXq, co-AcyclpFlasquepXqqy.
Therefore, we have
DcopXq – KpFlasquepXqq{co-AcyclpFlasquepXqq.
Let us denote by CompAq the DG category of (unbounded) complexes of objects in A,
where A is any additive k -linear category. Then one has a natural DG enhancement of
DcopXq :
DcopXq – HopCompFlasquepXqq{Comco-acpFlasquepXqqq.
The set-theoretic issues are resolved in the same way as in [LO, Appendix A].
Further, for a morphism f : X Ñ Y of noetherian separated k -schemes one has a
natural DG functor
f˚ : CompFlasquepXqq Ñ CompFlasquepY qq,
which takes Comco-acpFlasquepXqq to Comco-acpFlasquepY qq. Hence, we have a natural
DG functor
f˚ : CompFlasquepXqq{Com
co-acpFlasquepXqq Ñ CompFlasquepY qq{Comco-acpFlasquepY qq.
Now let DbpXq :“ CombcohpFlasquepXqq Ă CompFlasquepXqq be a full DG subcategory
consisting of complexes which are isomorphic to an object of DbpCohXqq in DcopXq. As
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in [LO, Appendix A], we may assume that this DG categories are small, and we have
well-defined pushforward DG functors f˚ : D
bpX 1q Ñ DbpXq for any proper morphism
f : X 1 Ñ X. We have
DbcohpXq – HopD
bpXqq.
Moreover, we have equalities of DG functors pfgq˚ “ f˚g˚ for composable proper mor-
phisms f and g.
Remark 7.1. The DG category DbpXq is of course quasi-equivalent to the standard en-
hancements of DbcohpXq : the DG category of bounded below complexes of injective quasi-
coherent sheaves with bounded coherent cohomology; the Drinfeld quotient of the DG category
of bounded complexes of coherent sheaves by the DG subcategory of acyclic complexes. We
choose this particular enhancement because it is nicely adjusted to the proper direct images.
We recall some results on the triangulated category DbcohpXq and the DG category
D
bpXq.
Definition 7.2. [BvdB, Ro] Let T be a small triangulated category and E P T an object.
Take the sequence tTnuně0 of full subcategories of T , where
- T0 consists of direct summands of finite direct sums of shifts of E;
- Tn`1 consists of direct summands of objects F such that there exists an exact triangle
F 1 Ñ F Ñ F 2 Ñ F 1r1s
with F 1 P Tn, F
2 P T0.
Then E is called a strong generator if for n ąą 0 one has Tn “ T .
Theorem 7.3. [Ro] If a scheme X is separated of finite type over a field k, then the
triangulated category DbcohpXq has a strong generator.
In the case of perfect fields there is a stronger result by Lunts.
Theorem 7.4. [L] Let X be a separated scheme of finite type over a perfect field k. Then
the DG category DbpXq is smooth.
Our main result on the derived categories of coherent sheaves (Theorem 1.4) is stronger
than Theorem 7.4, but requires to assume that the field has characteristic zero.
7.2. Coherent matrix factorizations. For matrix factorizations, the story is pretty much
similar. By Theorem 6.6 the (Z{2 -graded) category of coherent matrix factorizations
DabscohpX,W q is (up to direct summands) the subcategory of compact objects in D
copX,W q.
For the derived functors between the (absolute derived and coderived) categories of matrix
factorizations there are two approaches: the technique from Appendix A, and the approach
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from [BDFIK]. They yield the same result (see [BDFIK, Proof of Proposition 2.22, Remark
4.4]). Below we freely use these derived functors, just as for the usual derived categories of
(quasi-)coherent sheaves.
As above, we can construct a system of enhancements DabspX,W q of triangulated cat-
egories DabscohpX,W q.
Namely, one has a pZ{2q -graded DG category FlasquepX,W q Ă QCohpX,W q of flasque
matrix factorizations, and its full DG subcategory
FlasquepX,W qco-ac Ă FlasquepX,W q
of coacyclic matrix factorizations. We get a natural enhancement of DcopQCohpX,W qq :
DcopQCohpX,W qq – HopFlasquepX,W q{FlasquepX,W qco-acq.
Again, for any morphism f : X Ñ Y and a function W on Y, we have a natural DG
functor
f˚ : FlasquepX, f
˚W q{FlasquepX, f˚W qco-ac Ñ FlasquepY,W q{FlasquepY,W qco-ac
Further, we have a full DG subcategory FlasquepX,W qcoh Ă FlasquepX,W q, consisting
of matrix factorizations, which are in the essential image of the inclusion DabscohpX,W q Ă
DcopQCohpX,W qq. Putting DabspX,W q :“ FlasquepX,W qcoh{FlasquepX,W q
co-ac, we
have
DabscohpX,W q – HopD
abspX,W qq.
By Proposition A.4 we have that for any proper morphism f : X Ñ Y and a function W
on Y the functor f˚ : D
copX, f˚W q Ñ DcopY,W q takes DabscohpX, f
˚W qq to DabscohpY,W q.
As in the previous subsection, we may and will assume that all the DG categories
D
abspX,W q are small, and for any proper morphism f : X Ñ Y and a function W
on Y one has the DG functor f˚ : D
abspX, f˚W q Ñ DabspY,W q. Again, we have equalities
of DG functors pfgq˚ “ f˚g˚.
For completeness, we formulate and prove the results analogous to Theorems 7.3 and 7.4.
Theorem 7.5. Let X be a separated scheme of finite type over a field k, and W P OpXq
a regular function. Then the triangulated category DabscohpX,W q has a strong generator.
Proof. Denote by X0 the fiber of W over 0. In the special case when W is nowhere zero
divisor, by [EP, Theorem 2.7] we have an equivalence of triangulated categories
DabscohpX,W q – D
b
cohpX
0q{xj˚DbcohpXqy,
where we denote by j : X0 Ñ X the inclusion. By Theorem 7.3, we know that the category
DbcohpX
0q has a strong generator. Hence, the category DabscohpX,W q has a strong generator.
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In general we proceed in the following way. We have a natural functor ι : CohpX0q Ñ
DabscohpX,W q, ιpGq “ pG, 0q - a matrix factorization concentrated in even degree, with zero
”differential”. The functor ι extends to the exact functor on triangulated categories:
ι : DbcohpX
0q Ñ DabscohpX,W q.
Further, for any coherent matrix factorization pF , δq we have an exact triangle in
DabscohpX,W q :
(7.1) ιpker δ0q Ñ pF , δq Ñ ιpCoker δ0qr1s Ñ ιpker δ0qr1s.
By Theorem 7.3, we have a strong generator G P DbcohpX
0q, say, xGyn “ D
b
cohpX
0q.
It follows from the triangle (7.1) that ιpGq is a strong generator of DabscohpX,W q, with
xιpGqy2n`1 “ D
abs
cohpX,W q. 
We need an analogue of Sard Lemma for regular functions on singular schemes.
Lemma 7.6. Let X be a separated scheme of finite type over a perfect field k, and W :
X Ñ A1 a regular function. Denote by t the coordinate on A1. Let us assume that the
scheme pX ˆkrts kptqqred has a smooth stratification over kptq (this holds automatically if
k has characteristic zero). Then the category DabscohpX,W ´ cq vanishes for all but finitely
many values of c P k.
We call c P k a critical value of W if DabscohpX,W ´ cq ‰ 0.
Proof. It follows from our assumption that there is a zero-dimensional subscheme S Ă A1
such that XredzW
´1pSq has a stratification
XredzW
´1pSq “
nğ
i“1
Zi,
such that each the restrictions W|Zi : Zi Ñ A
1 are smooth morphisms. We may and will
assume that W´1pSq “ H, hence Xred “
nŮ
i“1
Zi.
We claim that for all c P k we have DabscohpX,W ´ cq “ 0. It suffices to prove this for
c “ 0. Let us note that the image of the pushforward functor DabscohpXred,W q Ñ D
abs
cohpX,W q
generates DabscohpX,W q as a triangulated category (each matrix factorizations in CohpX,W q
has a finite filtration with subquotients being direct images of objects of CohpXred,W q ).
Thus, we may and will assume that X “ Xred.
Note that under our assumptions W is nowhere zero divisor. By [EP, Theorem 2.7] we
have an equivalence
(7.2) DabscohpX,W q – D
b
cohpX
0q{xj˚DbcohpXqy,
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where again we denote by j : X0 Ñ X the inclusion. We have a stratification of the fiber:
X0red “
nŮ
i“1
Z0i , and each Z
0
i is smooth over k. It follows from our assumptions that the
functions Wi “ W|Z¯i are nowhere zero divisors on Z¯i. Let us put Z¯i
0
:“ W´1i p0q, and
denote by ιi : Z¯i Ñ X, ι
0
i : Z¯i
0
Ñ X0, and ji : Z¯i
0
Ñ Z¯i the natural inclusions. We have
the isomorphisms of functors pι0i q˚Lj
˚
i – Lj
˚pιiq˚ : D
b
cohpXq Ñ D
b
cohpX
0q.
Let us choose a coherent sheaf Gi on Zi such that pGiq|Zi is a generator of D
b
cohpZiq “
DperfpZiq. Then Fi :“ j
˚
i Gi is an object of D
b
cohpZi
0
q, such that pFiq|Z0i
is a generator
of DbcohpZ
0
i q “ PerfpZ
0
i q. It follows by induction [L, Proposition 6.8] that the direct sum
nÀ
i“1
pι0i q˚Fi generates D
b
cohpX
0q. This sum is in turn isomorphic to j˚p
nÀ
i“1
pιiq˚Giq. In par-
ticular, j˚DbcohpXq generates D
b
cohpX
0q. By (7.2), we get DabscohpX,W q “ 0. The lemma is
proved. 
We recall the notion of Thom-Sebastiani sum: given regular functions Wi P OpXiq,
i “ 1, 2, the function W1 ‘W2 P OpX1 ˆX2q is given by
W1 ‘W2 :“ p
˚
1pW1q ` p
˚
2pW2q,
where pi : X1 ˆX2 Ñ Xi are the projections. For convenience we also put
W1 aW2 :“W1 ‘ p´W2q.
Theorem 7.7. Let X be a separated scheme of finite type over a perfect field k, and
W : X Ñ A1 a regular function, satisfying the condition from Lemma 7.6.
Then the DG category DabspX,W q is smooth as a Z{2 -graded DG category.
Proof. First, we have an enhanced anti-equivalence
DabscohpX,W q – D
abs
cohpX,´W q, F ÞÑ RHompF,Dq,
where D P DbcohpXq is the canonical dualizing complex.
Combining this with Proposition A.5, we obtain a Morita equivalence
D
abspX,W q bDabspX,W qop » DabsX0ˆX0pX ˆX,W aW q.
Analogously to [L, Proposition 6.17 c)], we see that the diagonal bimodule over DabspX,W q
corresponds to
ΓX0ˆX0∆˚D P D
co
X0ˆX0pQCohpX,W qq.
We are reduced to showing that this object is actually in the image of Dabs
coh,X0ˆX0pX ˆ
X,W aW q.
Now we use the assumption on the smooth stratification. As in the proof of Lemma
7.6, we can choose a zero-dimensional subscheme S Ă A1 such that XredzW
´1pSq has a
smooth stratification which is smooth over A1. We may and will assume that S “ t0u.
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Then we can find a stratification of Xred such that each stratum is either smooth over A
1
or smooth over k and contained in X0. Taking the product of this stratification with itself
we get a stratification of X ˆX, such that each stratum is either smooth over A1 (with
respect to the function W a W ) or is contained in X0 ˆX0. As in the proof of Lemma
7.6 we conclude that
DabscohppX ˆXqzpX
0 ˆX0q,W aW q “ 0.
Therefore, we have ΓX0ˆX0 “ id, hence ΓX0ˆX0∆˚D “ ∆˚D is a compact object of
Dco
X0ˆX0pQCohpX,W qq. This proves smoothness of D
abspX,W q. 
Our main result on the absolute derived categories of coherent matrix factorizations
(Theorem 1.5) is stronger than Theorem 7.7, but again requires an assumption of zero
characteristic.
7.3. Nice ringed spaces. In this section we define the category of nice ringed spaces, and
also study coherent sheaves and matrix factorizations on them.
Definition 7.8. 1) A nice ringed space over k is a pair pS,ASq consisting of a noetherian
separated k -scheme S and a coherent sheaf of (unital) OS -algebras AS, satisfying the
following property:
- there is a nilpotent coherent two-sided ideal sheaf I Ă AS, such that there is an iso-
morphism of OS -algebras:
AS{I –
nà
i“1
OS{Ji,
where Ji Ă OS are some coherent ideal sheaves.
2) A morphism of nice ringed spaces from pS,ASq to pS
1,AS1q is a pair pf, ϕq, where
f : S Ñ S1 is a morphism of schemes and ϕ : f˚AY Ñ AS is a (possibly non-unital)
morphism of OS -algebras.
The composition of morphisms is defined in the natural way. Each noetherian separated
k -scheme S can be considered as a nice ringed space pS,OSq.
For a nice ringed space pS,ASq denote by QCohpASq (resp. CohpASq ) the abelian
category of right AS -modules which are OS -quasi-coherent (resp. OS -coherent). We
denote by Mod -AS the category of all sheaves of right AS -modules.
Proposition 7.9. Let pS,ASq be a nice ringed space.
1) The abelian category QCohpASq is locally noetherian, and noetherian objects in it
form the subcategory CohpASq. In particular, it has enough injectives.
2) The abelian category Mod -AS is locally noetherian.
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3) An object I P QCohpASq is injective in the category QCohpASq iff it is injective
in the category Mod -AS . In particular, in this case the restriction I|U onto any open
subscheme U Ă S is injective in QCohppASq|U q.
Proof. 1) Clearly, the category QCohpASq has exact filtered colimits. Further, since AS
itself is a coherent OS -module, each quasi-coherent AS -module F is a union of its coherent
AS -submodules, which are noetherian objects. Indeed, for any coherent OS -submodule
G Ă F , we have a bigger coherent AS -submodule ImpG bOS AS Ñ Fq. It follows that
coherent AS -modules form a family of generators for the category QCohpASq. Hence,
QCohpASq is locally noetherian.
2) Again, it is clear that Mod -AS has exact filtered colimits. Further, for any open
subset U Ă S we denote by pASqU P Mod -AS the extension by zero of the sheaf pASq|U .
The objects pASqU form a set of generators of the category Mod -AS . We are left to show
that each pASqU is a noetherian object.
It suffices to show this for U “ S. Moreover, we may and will assume S to be affine.
The restriction of scalars functor Mod -AS Ñ Mod -OS is exact and conservative. Hence,
it suffices to show that any coherent OS -module G is noetherian in Mod -OS . Since S
is affine, G is a quotient of OnS for some n ą 0. By [Har, Lemma 7.7 and the proof of
Theorem 7.8], OS is noetherian in Mod -OS . This proves the assertion.
3) Fix some nilpotent two-sided ideal I Ă AS such that AS{I –
nÀ
i“1
OS{Ji, where
Ji Ă OS are some coherent ideal sheaves. Take any point x P S and any index 1 ď i ď n
such that x P SupppOS{Jiq. The pOS{Jiqx -module kpxq (the residue field) then gives a
simple AS,x -module kpxqi. It has an injective hull Ix,i P Mod -AS,x. Further, we have a
morphism of nice ringed spaces
ιx : pSpec OS,x,AS,xq Ñ pS,ASq.
We put J px, iq :“ ιx˚pIx,iq P QCohpASq. The AS -module J px, iq is injective in the
category Mod -AS, hence also in the category QCohpASq. By the part 2), the category
Mod -AS is locally noetherian, hence the direct sum of arbitrary number of injectives is
again injective. Hence, it suffices to show that the following holds.
Claim. Any quasi-coherent AS -module F can be embedded into the direct sum of AS -
modules J px, iq.
Proof. The AS -module F has a finite decreasing filtration by F ¨ I
p, and all the subquo-
tients are A{I -modules. Since it suffices to prove Claim for the subquotients FIp{FIp`1,
we may and will assume that for some i the object F is actually a quasi-coherent pOS{Jiq -
module considered as an AS -module.
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Since F is a union of its coherent AS -submodules, it follows by Zorn’s Lemma that the
problem reduces to the case when F is a coherent OS{Ji- module, which we assume from
now on. Let x1, . . . , xl P S be generic points of irreducible components of SuppF . Let
us identify the residue fields kpxjq with the quasi-coherent OS -modules ιxj˚pkpxjqq. Each
AS -module F bOS kpxjq is a direct sum of copies of kpxjqi, hence it embeds into some
AS -module Jj, which is a direct sum of copies of J pxj, iq. Take the composition
F Ñ
là
j“1
F b
OS
kpxjq Ñ
là
j“1
Jj .
Denote by F 1 its kernel. Claim reduces to F 1. But each of the irreducible components of
SuppF 1 is strictly contained in at least one of the irreducible components of SuppF . We
then apply the same argument to F 1 instead of F . Since S is noetherian, after a finite
number of iterations we will reduce the statement to a zero sheaf. Claim is proved. 
The claim implies 3). Proposition is proved. 
For a morphism of nice ringed spaces pf, φq : pX,AXq Ñ pY,AY q we have a direct image
functor pf, φq˚ : QCohpAXq Ñ QCohpAY q, which is left exact and commutes with small
coproducts. More precisely, for F P QCohpAXq we first take the f˚AX -module f˚F , and
then put
pf, φq˚pFq :“ f˚pFq ¨ ψp1q,
where ψ : AY Ñ f˚AX corresponds to φ by adjunction.
Proposition 7.10. Let pf, φq : pX,AXq Ñ pY,AY q be a morphism of nice ringed
spaces. Suppose that the morphism f : X Ñ Y is proper. Then the functor pf, φq˚ :
DcopQCohpAXqq Ñ D
copQCohpAY qq takes D
b
cohpAXq to D
b
cohpAY q.
Proof. By Proposition 7.9, 3) we have that each injective quasi-coherent AX -module is
flasque. It follows that for any F P DbcohpAXq we have Rpf, φq˚pFq “ Rf˚pFq ¨ ψp1q,
where ψ : AY Ñ f˚AX is as above. But the restriction of scalars of Rf˚pFq (from f˚AX
to OY ) is in D
b
cohpY q (since f is proper). Hence, we have Rpf, φq˚pFq P D
b
cohpAY q. 
As in Subsection 7.1, we define a small DG category DbpAXq, which is an enhancement
of DbcohpAXq for each nice ringed space pX,AXq. Moreover, for any proper morphism
f : pX,AXq Ñ pY,AY q we have a DG functor f˚ : D
bpAXq Ñ D
bpAY q, and pfgq˚ “ f˚g˚.
Now, let pS,ASq be a ringed space and W P OpSq a regular function. We consider
W also as a central section of AS. Then, by Theorem 6.6 the category D
abs
cohpAX ,W q “
DabspCohpAX ,W qq is (up to direct summands) the subcategory of compact objects in
DcopQCohpAX ,W qq.
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Proposition 7.11. Let f : pX,AXq Ñ pY,AY q be a morphism of nice ringed spaces,
and W P OpY q a regular function. Suppose that the morphism f : X Ñ Y is proper.
Then the functor f˚ : D
copQCohpAX , f
˚W qq Ñ DcopQCohpAY ,W qq takes D
abs
cohpAX ,W q
to DabscohpAY ,W q.
Proof. This follows from Propositions A.4, 7.9, and 7.10. 
As in Subsection 7.2 we define a Z{2 -graded small DG category DabscohpAX ,W q for each
nice ringed space pX,AXq and W P OpSq. For any proper morphism f : pX,AXq Ñ
pY,AY q, and W
1 P OpY q, we have a DG functor DabscohpAX , f
˚W q Ñ DabscohpAY ,W q, and
pfgq˚ “ f˚g˚.
8. Smooth categorical compactification of geometric categories
In this section we construct smooth categorical compactifications (see Definition 1.7) for
derived categories of coherent sheaves and absolute derived categories of coherent matrix
factorizations.
8.1. Auslander-type construction: coherent sheaves. The construction we present in
this subsection is due to Kuznetsov and Lunts [KL].
Let S be a noetherian scheme, τ Ă OS a sheaf of ideals, and n ą 0 an integer such that
τn “ 0. Starting with such a triple pS, τ, nq we define a coherent sheaf of OS -algebras
A “ AS “ AS,τ,n :“
à
1ďi,jďn
Aij , Aij :“ τ
maxpi´j,0q{τn`1´j .
The multiplication
Ajk b
OS
Aij Ñ Aik
is induced by the multiplication in OS . We denote by
ei “ 1 P Aii “ OS{τ
n`1´i
the orthogonal idempotents, so that e1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` en “ 1A.
We denote by S0 Ă S the subscheme defined by the ideal τ, so that Sred Ď S0 Ď S.
Proposition 8.1. The pair pS,AS,τ,nq is a nice ringed space.
Proof. Consider the two-sided ideal I Ă A, generated by the direct sum
À
i‰j
Aij. The
quotient A{I is isomorphic to
nÀ
i“1
OS0 as a sheaf of OS -algebras.
To see that the ideal I is nilpotent, let us define a decreasing filtration F ‚A on A by
putting F pAij :“ pτ
m ` τn`1´jq{τn`1´j , where m ě maxpi´ j, 0q is the smallest integer
such that 2m` j´ i ě p. It is easy to see that F 0A “ A, F 1A “ I, F p`qA Ă F pA ¨F qA,
and F 2n´1A “ 0. Thus, I2n´1 “ 0. This shows that pS,ASq is a nice ringed space. 
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Below we will say that pS,ASq is obtained from the triple pS, τS , nq by the Auslander-
type construction.
We have a morphism of nice ringed spaces
ρS : pS,ASq Ñ S,
which is an identity on S and the map OS Ñ AS is f ÞÑ f ¨ e1.
Also, for each 1 ď k ď n we denote by ik : S0 Ñ pS,ASq the natural morphism which is
given by the inclusion S0 ãÑ S and the morphism AS Ñ AS{xe1, . . . , ek´1, ek`1 . . . , eny –
OS0 .
Proposition 8.2. The exact functor ρS˚ : CohpASq Ñ CohpSq is a localization of abelian
categories, and its kernel is generated (as a Serre subcategory) by ik˚pCohS0q, 2 ď k ď n.
In particular, the DG functor ρS˚ : D
bpASq Ñ D
bpSq is a localization, and its kernel is
generated by ik˚pD
bpS0qq, 2 ď k ď n.
Proof. Denote by T Ă CohpASq the Serre subcategory, which consists of coherent AS -
modules annihilated by e1. We have T “ ker ρS˚. For any F P T, we have a finite
filtration of F by F ¨ Ip, and the subquotients F ¨ Ip{F ¨ Ip`1 are direct sums of objects
from ik˚pCohS0q, 2 ď k ď n. Thus, these subcategories generate T as a Serre subcategory.
We claim that the functor
(8.1) ρS˚ : CohpASq{T Ñ CohpSq
is an equivalence.
First, it is essentially surjective: ρS˚ρ
˚
SpEq – E for any E P CohpSq.
Further, we show that (8.1) is full. Take any F,G P CohpASq, and a morphism φ :
ρS˚pF q Ñ ρS˚pGq. By adjunction, we have a morphism ψ : ρ
˚
SρS˚pF q Ñ G. The morphism
ρS˚pψq is identified with φ under the isomorphism
ρS˚ρ
˚
SρS˚pF q – ρS˚pF q.
It remains to note that the counit
ρ˚SρS˚pF q Ñ F
is an isomorphism in CohpASq{T.
Finally, we show that (8.1) is faithful. Suppose that φ : F Ñ G is a morphism in
CohpASq{T and ρS˚pφq “ 0. We may and will assume that φ is an actual morphism in
CohpASq. Then we have that Impφq P T. Hence, φ is zero in CohpASq{T.
Proposition is proved. 
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Suppose that n ą 1. Denote by S1 Ă S the subscheme defined by the ideal τn´1.
Applying Auslander-type construction to the triple pS1, τ, n´1q, we get a nice ringed space
pS1,AS1q. Note that AS1 is identified with the (non-unital) subalgebra p1´e1qASp1´e1q Ă
AS. Hence, we have a natural morphism
e : pS,ASq Ñ pS,AS1q.
Proposition 8.3. The functors i1˚ : D
bpS0q Ñ D
bpASq and e
˚ : DbpAS1q Ñ D
bpASq are
quasi-fully-faithful, and they give a semi-orthogonal decomposition
D
bpASq :“ xi1˚pD
bpS0qq, e
˚pDbpAS1qqy.
By induction, we get a semi-orthogonal decomposition
D
bpASq “ xD
bpS0q, . . . ,D
bpS0qy,
where the number of copies equals n.
Proof. This is proved in [KL], Proposition 5.14, Corollary 5.15. 
Proposition 8.4. Suppose that S0 is smooth and proper over k. Then the DG category
D
bpASq is smooth and proper.
Proof. This is proved in [KL], Theorem 5.20, Proposition 5.17. 
By definition, a morphism of triples f : pT, τT , nq Ñ pS, τS , nq is a morphism f : T Ñ S
such that f´1pτSq Ă τT . It induces a natural morphism of nice ringed spaces f˜ : pT,AT q Ñ
pS,ASq.
Proposition 8.5. Let f : pT, τT , nq Ñ pS, τS , nq be a morphism of triples.
1) We have ρS f˜ “ fρT .
2) We have f˜ ik “ ikf0 for 1 ď k ď n.
3) The functor f˜˚ : D
bpAT q Ñ D
bpASq is compatible with the semi-orthogonal decompo-
sitions
D
bpAT q “ xD
bpT0q, . . . ,D
bpT0qy, D
bpASq “ xD
bpS0q, . . . ,D
bpS0qy.
Moreover, all the induced functors on the semi-orthogonal components are isomorphic to
f0˚.
Proof. 1) and 2) are evident.
To show 3), we first apply 2) for k “ 1 and take the direct image:
f˜˚i1˚ “ i1˚f0˚ : D
bpT0q Ñ D
bpASq.
Further, it is easy to see that we have an isomorphism of functors between abelian categories.
f˜˚e
˚ “ e˚f˜ 1˚ : QCohpAT 1q Ñ QCohpASq,
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where f 1 : T 1 Ñ S1 is a morphism induced by f. Hence, we have an isomorphism of DG
functors
f˜˚e
˚ “ e˚f˜ 1˚ : D
bpAT 1q Ñ D
bpASq.
The assertion follows by induction. 
8.2. Auslander-type construction: coherent matrix factorizations. Now let
pS, τ, nq be a triple as above, pS,ASq the corresponding nice ringed space, and W P OpSq
a regular function on S. Denote by W0 (resp. W
1 ) the pullback of W on S0 (resp. S
1 ).
Proposition 8.6. The DG functor ρS˚ : D
abspAS ,W q Ñ D
abspS,W q is a localization, and
its kernel is generated by ik˚pD
abspS0,WS0qq, 2 ď k ď n.
Proof. This follows from Proposition 8.2 and Proposition A.6. 
Proposition 8.7. The functors i1˚ : D
abspS0,W0q Ñ D
abspAS ,W q and e
˚ :
D
abspS0,W0q Ñ D
abspAS ,W q are quasi-fully-faithful, and give a semi-orthogonal decom-
position
D
abspAS,W q :“ xi1˚pD
abspS0,W0qq, e
˚pDabspAS1 ,W
1qqy.
By induction, we get a semi-orthogonal decomposition
D
abspAS ,W q “ xD
abspS0,W0q, . . . ,D
abspS0,W0qy,
where the number of copies equals n.
Proof. First, the functors e˚ and e˚ are exact on abelian categories and e˚e
˚ “ id . Hence,
e˚ : DabspS0,W0q Ñ D
abspAS ,W q is quasi-fully-faithful.
To show that i1˚ is quasi-fully-faithful, we note that it has a left adjoint
i˚1 “ ´
L
b
AS
i1˚OS0 : D
abspAS ,W q Ñ D
abspS0,W0q,
which is well defined since
i1˚OS0 “ ConepASe2 Ñ ASe1q
as a left AS -module. For F P D
abspS0,W0q, we have
i1˚F
L
b
AS
ASe2 “ 0, i1˚F
L
b
AS
ASe1 “ F .
Hence,
i˚1i1˚pFq “ F ,
so i1˚ is quasi-fully-faithful.
Further, Since e˚i1˚ “ 0, it follows by adjunction that e
˚pDabspAS1 ,W
1qq is left orthog-
onal to i1˚pD
abspS0,W0qq.
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It remains to show that e˚pDabspAS1 ,W
1qq and i1˚pD
abspS0,W0qq generate
D
abspAS ,W q. This follows from an exact triangle
Le˚e˚pFq Ñ F Ñ i1˚Li
˚
1F , F P D
abs
cohpAS ,W q.

Proposition 8.8. Suppose that S0 is smooth and the morphism W0 : S0 Ñ A
1 is proper.
Then the Z{2 -graded DG category DabspAS,W q is smooth and proper.
Proof. We proceed by induction on n. If n “ 1, then DabspAS,W q “ D
abspS0,W0q is
smooth and proper by Preygel [Pr].
Further, suppose that Proposition is proved for n ´ 1 ě 1. Then the DG category
D
abspAS1 ,W
1q is smooth and proper, so we have a semi-orthogonal decomposition
D
abspAS ,W q :“ xi1˚pD
abspS0,W0qq, e
˚pDabspAS1 ,W
1qqy
with smooth and proper components. Hence, it remains to show that for any F P
DabscohpS0,W0q, G P D
abs
cohpAS1 ,W
1q we have that dimHompi1˚F , e
˚Gq ă 8.
By adjunction it suffices to show that i!1 : D
copAS ,W q Ñ D
copS0,W0q takes
DabscohpAS,W q to D
abs
cohpS0,W0q. We have
i!1 “ RHomAS pi1˚OS0 ,´q
It follows from [KL], Proposition 5.17, that i1˚pOS0q is a perfect AS -module. Hence, the
functor i!1 takes D
abs
cohpAS ,W q to D
abs
cohpS0,W0q, and we are done. 
Proposition 8.9. Let f : pT, τT , nq Ñ pS, τS , nq be a morphism of triples and f˜ :
pT,AT q Ñ pS,ASq the corresponding map of nice ringed spaces. Let W be a regular
function on S.
Then the functor f˜˚ : D
abspAT , f
˚W q Ñ DabspAS,W q is compatible with the semi-
orthogonal decompositions
D
abspAT , f
˚W q “ xDabspT0, f
˚
0W0q, . . . ,D
abspT0, f
˚
0W0qy,
D
abspAS ,W q “ xD
abspS0,W0q, . . . ,D
abspS0,W0qy.
Moreover, all the induced functors on the semi-orthogonal components are isomorphic to
f0˚.
Proof. This is completely analogous to Proposition 8.5, 3). 
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8.3. Categorical blow-ups: coherent sheaves. Let f : X Ñ Y be a proper morphism
of noetherian separated schemes. The following definition is taken from [KL].
Definition 8.10. [KL, Definition 6.1] Let X Ñ Y be a proper morphism. A closed sub-
scheme S Ă Y is called a nonrational locus of Y with respect to f if the natural morphism
IS Ñ Rf˚If´1pSq
is an isomorphism in DbcohpY q.
Proposition 8.11. [KL, Lemma 6.3] If f : X Ñ Y be the blow-up of a sheaf of ideals I
on Y. Then for m sufficiently large the closed subscheme of Y defined by the ideal Im is
a nonrational locus with respect to Y.
Let S be a nonrational locus of Y with respect to a proper morphism f : X Ñ Y. Set
T :“ f´1pSq Ă X, and denote by i : S Ñ Y, j : T Ñ X the closed embeddings, and by
p : T Ñ S the morphism induced by f. We have a commutative diagram of DG functors
(8.2)
D
bpXq
j˚
ÐÝÝÝÝ DbpT q
f˚
§§đ p˚§§đ
D
bpY q
i˚
ÐÝÝÝÝ DbpSq.
We put
DcohpX,Sq :“ D
bpXq ipDbpT qq D
bpSq
(as in Definition 5.5). By Lemma 5.6, 1) this commutative diagram induces a natural DG
functor
pi˚ : DcohpX,Sq Ñ D
bpY q.
Similarly, we have the DG category
Dcoh,T pX,Sq :“ D
b
T pXq iDbpT q D
bpSq,
and a DG functor
pi˚ : Dcoh,T pX,Sq Ñ D
b
SpY q,
which we denote by the same letter. It fits into the commutative diagram of DG functors
(8.3)
Dcoh,T pX,Sq ÝÝÝÝÑ DcohpX,Sq
pi˚
§§đ pi˚§§đ
D
b
SpY q ÝÝÝÝÑ D
bpY q.
Clearly, the horizontal arrows in (8.3) are quasi-fully-faithful.
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Proposition 8.12. The DG functors pi˚ : DcohpX,Sq Ñ D
bpY q and pi˚ : Dcoh,T pX,Sq Ñ
D
b
SpY q are homological epimorphisms.
Proof. We will prove the assertion for the first functor, and the proof for the second functor
is analogous.
By [KL, Lemma 6.4] we have an exact triangle
OY Ñ Rf˚OX ‘Ri˚OS Ñ Rf˚OT Ñ OY r1s.
Hence, for an object F P DbpY q, we have an exact triangle
F r´1s Ñ RHompRf˚OT , F q Ñ RHompRf˚OX , F q ‘RHompRi˚OS , F q Ñ F.
By Grothendieck duality (see Corollary B.4), this triangle is naturally isomorphic to
F r´1s Ñ Rf˚Rj˚p
!i!F Ñ Rf˚f
!F ‘Ri˚i
!F Ñ F.
This in turn implies that the DbpY q-DbpY q -bimodule
TotpDbpY q
L
b
DbpT q
D
bpY q Ñ DbpY q
L
b
DbpXq
D
bpY q ‘DbpY q
L
b
DbpSq
D
bpY q Ñ DbpY qq
is acyclic. Hence, by Lemma 5.3 the DG functor pi˚ : DcohpX,Sq Ñ D
bpY q is a homological
epimorphism. 
By Lemma 5.7 1), we have a DG quasi-functor
Φ : DbpT q Ñ Dcoh,T pX,Sq.
By Lemma 5.7 2), The composition pi˚Φ : D
bpT q Ñ DbSpY q is zero in Hopdgcatkq.
Our main result reduces to the following statement.
Theorem 8.13. 1) Within the above notation, suppose that all infinitesimal neighborhoods
Sn Ă Y, n ě 1, are nonrational loci of Y with respect to f. Then the DG functor
pi˚ : Dcoh,T pX,Sq Ñ D
bpSq
is a localization, and its kernel is generated by the image of Φ : DbpT q Ñ Dcoh,T pX,Sq.
2) Suppose that moreover the morphism f is an isomorphism outside of S. Then the
DG functor
pi˚ : DcohpX,Sq Ñ D
bpY q
is a localization, and again the kernel of pi˚ is generated by the image of the composition
Φ : DbpT q Ñ Dcoh,T pX,Sq ãÑ DcohpX,Sq.
We break the proof of Theorem 8.13 into several lemmas. First we reduce to part 1).
Lemma 8.14. The statement 2) of Theorem 8.13 follows from the statement 1).
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Proof. Let us note that we have quasi-equivalences DcohpX,Sq{Dcoh,T pX,Sq
„
ÝÑ DbpXzT q,
D
bpY q{DbpSq
„
ÝÑ DbpY zSq. By the assumption of Theorem 8.13 2), the pushforward
D
bpXzT q Ñ DbpY zSq is a quasi-equivalence. The asertion is obtained from a direct appli-
cation of Lemma 3.9 to the commutative square (8.3). 
Lemma 8.15. Let Q be a noetherian separated scheme and Z Ă Q a closed subscheme.
Then the natural DG functor
colimnD
bpZnq Ñ D
b
ZpQq
is a quasi-equivalence.
Proof. By [TV, Lemma 2.10], the DG category colimnD
bpZnq is weakly pre-triangulated.
Its homotopy category is identified with colimnD
b
cohpZnq, which is thus triangulated.
The statement of the lemma is therefore equivalent to the equivalence of triangulated
categories colimnD
b
cohpZnq Ñ D
b
coh,ZpQq. By [Or2, Lemma 2.1], we have an equivalence
Dbcoh,ZpQq » D
bpCohZ Qq.
Since CohZ Q » colimn CohZn, we have D
bpCohZ Qq » colimnD
b
cohpZnq. This proves the
lemma. 
Denote by im,n : Sm Ñ Sn, in : Sn Ñ Y, jm,n : Tm Ñ Tn, jn : Tn Ñ X the natural
inclusions. Also, denote by pn : Tn Ñ Sn the natural projections. For any 0 ă m ă n, we
have a commutative diagram
Tm
jm,n
ÝÝÝÝÑ Tn
jn
ÝÝÝÝÑ X
pm
§§đ pn§§đ f§§đ
Sm
im,n
ÝÝÝÝÑ Sn
inÝÝÝÝÑ Y.
We put
Dn :“ DcohpTn, Sq.
We have natural DG functors Jm,n : Dm Ñ Dn, Jn : Dn Ñ D. Also, we have the functors
Pn : Dn Ñ D
bpSnq, defined in the same way as pi˚ above. Moreover, all these DG functors
fit into commutative diagrams
Dm
Jm,n
ÝÝÝÝÑ Dn
JnÝÝÝÝÑ Dcoh,T pX,Sq
Pm
§§đ Pn§§đ pi˚§§đ
D
bpSmq
im,n˚
ÝÝÝÝÑ DbpSnq
in˚
ÝÝÝÝÑ DbSpY q.
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Corollary 8.16. The natural DG functor
colimnDn Ñ Dcoh,T pX,Sq
is a quasi-equivalence.
Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 8.15 and Lemma 5.9. 
Since by our assumption S is a nonrational locus of Sn with respect to pn : Tn Ñ Sn,
we have by Proposition 8.12 that the DG functor Pn : Dn Ñ D
bpSnq is a homological
epimorphism.
As above, we have the DG quasi-functors Φn : D
bpT q Ñ Dn, n ě 1. We have
Jm,nΦm “ Φn, JnΦn “ Φ in Hopdgcatkq.
Lemma 8.17. Let us suppose that all the DG functors
Pn : Dn Ñ D
bpSnq
are localizations, and the kernel of Pn is generated by ΦnpD
bpT qq. Then the functor
pi˚ : Dcoh,T pX,Sq Ñ D
b
coh,SpY q
is also a localization, and its kernel is generated by ΦpDbpT qq.
Proof. Indeed, by assumption, the DG functor
Pn : Dn{ΦnpD
bpT qq Ñ DbpSnq
is a quasi-equivalence. Hence, the DG functor
Dcoh,T pX,Sq{ΦpD
bpT qq “ pcolimnDnq{ΦpD
bpT qq “ colimnpDn{ΦnpD
bpT qqq
Ñ colimnpD
bpSnqq – D
b
SpY q
is a quasi-equivalence (because the DG quotient commutes with colimits). This proves the
lemma. 
Hence, we reduced the statement of the theorem to proving that the DG functors Pn are
localizations with prescribed kernels. We start with the functor P1.
Lemma 8.18. The DG quasi-functor Φ1 : D
bpT q Ñ D1 is quasi-fully-faithful, we have a
semi-orthogonal decomposition
rD1s “ xD
b
cohpSq,Φ1pD
b
cohpT qqy,
and the functor rP1s is the left semi-orthogonal projection onto D
b
cohpSq. In particular, the
DG functor P1 is a localization, and its kernel is generated by Φ1pD
bpT qq.
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Proof. This is a direct application of Lemma 5.10, with A “ DbpT q, B “ DbpSq, F “
pi˚. 
The following Lemma is the key technical point in the proof.
Lemma 8.19. Let g : U Ñ V be a proper morphism of noetherian separated schemes,
and Z Ă V a nonrational locus of V with respect to g. Suppose that U 1 (resp. V 1 ) is a
square-zero thickening of U (resp. V ), and we have a commutative diagram
U
ιUÝÝÝÝÑ U 1
g
§§đ g1§§đ
V
ιVÝÝÝÝÑ V 1.
Assume that Z is also a nonrational locus of V 1 with respect to g1 . Then we have a
commutative square of DG functors
DcohpU,Zq
JUÝÝÝÝÑ DcohpU
1, Zq
G
§§đ G1§§đ
D
bpV q
ιV ˚
ÝÝÝÝÑ DbpV 1q.
Suppose that the DG functor G is a localization. Then the DG functor G1 is also a
localization, and its kernel is generated by JU pkerGq.
Proof. Denote by H Ă U the scheme-theoretic preimage g´1pZq, and by jH,U 1 : H Ñ U
1
the inclusion, and by h : H Ñ Z the projection. Also denote by iZ,V 1 : Z Ñ V
1 the natural
inclusion.
Let AU 1 (resp. AV 1 , AH , AZ ) be a coherent sheaf of algebras over OU 1 (resp. OV 1 ,
OH , OZ ) obtained by the Auslander-type construction (Subsection 8.1) from the triple
pU 1, IU , 2q (resp. pV
1, IV , 2q, pH, 0, 2q, pZ, 0, 2q ). Here IU Ă OU 1 (resp. IV Ă OV 1 )
is the sheaf of ideals defining U (resp. V ). As in Subsection 8.1, we denote by ρU 1 :
pU 1,AU 1q Ñ U
1 (resp. ρV 1 , ρH , ρZ ) the natural morphisms of nice ringed spaces.
We get a commutative diagram
pH,AHq
ČjH,U 1
ÝÝÝÝÑ pU 1,AU 1q
h˜
§§đ g˜1§§đ
pZ,AZq
ČiZ,V 1
ÝÝÝÝÑ pV 1,AV 1q.
We define the category DcohpAU 1 ,AZq as a gluing
DcohpAU 1 ,AZq :“ D
bpAU 1q ipDbpAH qq D
bpAZq.
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By Lemma 5.6, we have a DG functor G˜1 : DcohpAU 1 ,AZq Ñ D
bpAV 1q. The triple of DG
functors pρU 1˚, ρH˚, ρZ˚q defines a DG functor
piU : DcohpAU 1 ,AZq Ñ DcohpU
1, Zq.
We get the following commutative diagram
(8.4)
DcohpU
1, Zq
piUÐ DcohpAU 1 ,AZq
G1 Ó Ó G˜1
D
bpV 1q
ρV 1˚Ð DbpAV 1q.
Recall the semi-orthogonal decompositions (Proposition 8.3)
D
bpAU 1q “ xD
bpUq,DbpUqy, DbpAZq “ xD
bpZq,DbpZqy.
By Lemma 5.13, we have a semi-orthogonal decomposition
(8.5) DcohpAU 1 ,AZq “ xDcohpU,Zq,DcohpU,Zqy.
Also, we have a semi-orthogonal decomposition
(8.6) DbpAV 1q “ xD
bpV q,DbpV qy.
The functor G˜1 is compatible with the decompositions (8.5), (8.6) and induces the functor
G on both components.
For j “ 1, 2, we denote by ιj : DcohpU,Zq Ñ DcohpAU 1 ,AZq the functor induced by
ij˚ : D
bpUq Ñ DbpAU 1q, ij˚ : D
bpHq Ñ DbpAHq, ij˚ : D
bpZq Ñ DbpAZq. Also, we
denote by e˜ : DcohpU,Zq Ñ DcohpAU 1 ,AZq the functor induced by e
˚ : DbpUq Ñ DbpAU 1q,
e˚ : DbpHq Ñ DbpAHq, e
˚ : DbpZq Ñ DbpAZq. Hence, in terms of the semi-orthogonal
decomposition (8.5), ι1 is the embedding of the first semi-orthogonal component, and e˜ is
the embedding of the second semi-orthogonal component.
Proposition 8.20. 1) The DG functor G˜1 : DcohpAU 1 ,AZq Ñ D
bpAV 1q is a localization,
with kernel generated by ι1pkerGq, e˜pkerGq .
2) The DG functor piU : DcohpAU 1 ,AZq Ñ DcohpU
1, Zq is a localization, with kernel
generated by the image of ι2.
Proof. 1) Analogously to Proposition 8.12, we see that the DG functor G˜1 is a homological
epimorphism. Since G˜1 induces the localization functor G : DcohpU,Zq Ñ D
bpV q on both
semi-orthogonal components, it follows from Lemma 5.4 that G˜1 is actually a localization.
The assertion about the kernel follows automatically.
2) By Proposition 8.2, the DG functors ρU 1˚, ρZ˚ and ρH˚ are localizatins. Hence, by
Lemma 5.8 (part 2) the DG functor piU : DcohpAU 1 ,AZq Ñ DcohpU
1, Zq is a localization.
The assertion about the kernel is obvious. 
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Corollary 8.21. The DG functor G1 : DcohpU
1, Zq Ñ DbpV 1q is a localization.
Proof. We know that in the commutative diagram (8.4) the DG functors piU , G˜1 and ρV ˚
are localizations (by Proposition 8.20). Hence, the DG functor G1 is also a localization. 
We are left to controlling the kernel of G1.
From the commutative diagram (8.4) we have that
kerpG1q “ piU pG˜1
´1
pker ρV 1˚qq,
up to direct summands. From the commutative diagram
(8.7)
DcohpU,Zq
ι2Ñ DcohpAU 1 ,AZq
G Ó Ó G˜1
D
bpV q
i2˚
Ñ DbpAV 1q,
we get that ker ρV 1˚ is generated by G˜1ι2pDcohpU,Zqq. It follows that G˜1
´1
pker ρV 1˚q is
generated by ker G˜1 and ι2pDcohpU,Zqq. By Proposition 8.20, we know that ker G˜1 is
generated by ι1pkerGq, e˜pkerGq.
Therefore, kerpG1q is generated by the following:
1) piU ι1pkerGq “ JU pkerGq;
2) piU e˜pkerGq “ JU pkerGq;
3) piU ι2pDcohpU,Zqq “ 0.
Therefore, kerpG1q is generated by JU pkerGq. This proves the lemma. 
Proof of Theorem 8.13. By Lemma 8.18 and Lemma 8.19 we get by induction that each
DG functor Pn : DcohpTn, Sq Ñ D
bpSnq is a localization, and kerPn is generated
by J1,nΦ1pD
bpT qq “ ΦnpD
bpT qq. Therefore, by Lemma 8.17 the DG functor pi˚ :
Dcoh,T pX,Sq Ñ D
b
SpY q is a localization, and its kernel is generated by ΦpD
bpT qq. This
proves part 1) of Theorem.
By Lemma 8.14 part 1) implies part 2). Theorem is proved. 
We also formulate here a result which is analogous to Theorem 8.13 but technically
simpler to prove.
Theorem 8.22. 1) Let f : X Ñ Y be a proper morphism such that Rf˚OX – OY .
Assume that there is a subscheme S Ă Y, such that all its infinitesimal neighborhoods Sn,
n ě 1, are nonrational loci of Y with respect to f. Again, we have a Cartesian square
X
j
ÐÝÝÝÝ T
f
§§đ p§§đ
Y
i
ÐÝÝÝÝ S.
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Assume that the functor Rp˚ : D
b
cohpT q Ñ D
b
cohpSq is a localization. Then the func-
tor Rf˚ : D
b
coh,T pXq Ñ D
b
coh,SpY q is also a localization and kerRf˚ is generated by
j˚pkerRp˚q.
2) Suppose that moreover the morphism f is an isomorphism outside of S. Then
the functor Rf˚ : D
b
cohpXq Ñ D
b
cohpY q is a localization and kerRf˚ is generated by
j˚pkerRp˚q.
Proof. Analogously to Lemma 8.14, we reduce the part 2) to the part 1).
The proof of part 1) follows essentially the same steps as for Theorem 8.13 1), and
it considerably simplifies because we do not need to consider gluings. Thus, instead of
DcohpX,Sq we have D
bpXq, and instead of DcohpTn, Sq we have D
bpTnq. Lemma 8.18
is not needed in this framework because we already assumed that Rp˚ is a localization.
In the key technical step, Lemma 8.19, we assume that the morphisms g and g1 satisfy
Rg˚OU “ OV , Rg
1
˚OU 1 “ OV 1 , and we take D
bpUq (resp. DbpU 1q ) instead of DcohpU,Zq
(resp. DcohpU
1, Zq ). All the other arguments are the same. 
8.4. Categorical blow-ups: matrix factorizations. As above, let S be a nonrational
locus of Y with respect to a proper morphism f : X Ñ Y. Again we have T :“ f´1pSq Ă
X, and denote by i : S Ñ Y, j : T Ñ X the closed embeddings, and by p : T Ñ S the
morphism induced by f.
We fix a regular function W P OpY q. Further, we will denote by WX P OpXq, WS P
OpSq, WT P OpT q (and so on) the pullbacks of W under natural morphisms.
We have a commutative diagram of DG functors
D
abspX,WXq
j˚
ÐÝÝÝÝ DabspT,WT q
f˚
§§đ p˚§§đ
D
abspY,W q
i˚
ÐÝÝÝÝ DabspS,WSq.
We put
DcohpX,S,W q :“ D
abspX,WX q ipDabspT,WT qq D
abspS,WSq.
By Lemma 5.6, 1) we have a natural DG functor
pi˚ : DcohpX,S,W q Ñ D
abspY,W q.
Similarly, we have the DG category
Dcoh,T pX,S,W q :“ D
abs
T pX,WXq ipDabspT,WT qq D
abspS,WSq,
Also, we have a DG functor
pi˚ : Dcoh,T pX,S,W q Ñ D
abs
S pY,W q,
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which we denote by the same letter. There is a commutative diagram of DG functors
(8.8)
Dcoh,T pX,S,W q ÝÝÝÝÑ DcohpX,S,W q
pi˚
§§đ pi˚§§đ
D
abs
S pY,W q ÝÝÝÝÑ D
abspY,W q.
The horizontal arrows in (8.8) are quasi-fully-faithful.
Proposition 8.23. The DG functors pi˚ : DcohpX,S,W q Ñ D
abspY,W q and pi˚ :
Dcoh,T pX,S,W q Ñ D
abs
S pY q are homological epimorphisms.
Proof. The proof is the same as for Proposition 8.12. The only difference is that we use the
Grothendieck duality for matrix factorizations (see Corollary B.7). 
By Lemma 5.7, we have a quasi-functor
Φ : DabspT,WT q Ñ Dcoh,T pX,S,W q,
and the composition pi˚Φ : D
bpT q Ñ DbSpY q is zero in Hopdgcatkq.
Our main result reduces to the following statement.
Theorem 8.24. 1) Within the above notation, suppose that all infinitesimal neighborhoods
Sn Ă Y, n ě 1, are nonrational loci of Y with respect to f. Then the DG functor
pi˚ : Dcoh,T pX,S,W q Ñ D
abspY,W q
is a localization, and its kernel is generated by the image of Φ : DabspT,WT q Ñ
Dcoh,T pX,S,W q.
2) Suppose that moreover the morphism f is an isomorphism outside of S. Then the
DG functor
pi˚ : DcohpX,S,W q Ñ D
abspY,W q
is a localization, and again the kernel of pi˚ is generated by the image of the composition
Φ : DabspT,WT q Ñ Dcoh,T pX,S,W q Ñ DcohpX,S,W q.
First we reduce to 1).
Lemma 8.25. The statement 2) of Theorem 8.24 follows from the statement 1).
Proof. The proof is the same as for Lemma 8.14. 
Lemma 8.26. Let Q be a noetherian separated scheme, Z Ă Q a closed subscheme and
WQ P OpQq a regular function. Denote by WZn P OpZnq the pullback of WQ onto Zn.
Then the natural DG functor
colimnD
abspZn,WZnq Ñ D
abs
Z pQ,WQq
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is a Morita equivalence.
Proof. As in Lemma 8.15, the statement is equivalent to the equivalence of triangulated
categories colimnD
abs
cohpZn,WZnq Ñ D
abs
coh,ZpWQq, up to direct summands. Analogously to
[Or2, Lemma 2.1], the functor
DabspcohZ Q,WQq Ñ D
abs
coh,ZpQ,WQq
is an equivalence up to direct summands. Since CohZ Q “ colimnCohZn, the functor
colimnD
abs
cohpZn,WZnq Ñ D
abspCohZ Q,WQq is an equivalence. This proves the lemma. 
As in the proof of Theorem 8.13, denote by im,n : Sm Ñ Sn, in : Sn Ñ Y, jm,n : Tm Ñ
Tn, jn : Tn Ñ X the natural inclusions, and by pn : Tn Ñ Sn the natural projections. We
put
DnpW q :“ DcohpTn, S,WSnq.
We have natural DG functors Jm,n : DmpW q Ñ DnpW q, Jn : DnpW q Ñ DcohpX,S,W q.
Also, we have the functors Pn : DnpW q Ñ D
abspSn,WSnq, defined in the same way as pi˚
above. All these DG functors fit into commutative diagrams
DmpW q
Jm,n
ÝÝÝÝÑ DnpW q
JnÝÝÝÝÑ Dcoh,T pX,S,W q
Pm
§§đ Pn§§đ pi˚§§đ
D
abspSm,WSmq
im,n˚
ÝÝÝÝÑ DabspSn,WSnq
in˚
ÝÝÝÝÑ DabsS pY,W q.
Corollary 8.27. The natural DG functor
colimnDnpW q Ñ Dcoh,T pX,S,W q
is a Morita equivalence.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 8.26 and Lemma 5.9. 
Since by our assumption S is a nonrational locus of Sn with respect to pn : Tn Ñ Sn,
we have by Proposition 8.23 that the DG functor Pn : DnpW q Ñ D
abspSn,WSnq is a
homological epimorphism.
Define the DG quasi-functor Φn : D
abspT,WT q Ñ DnpW q in the same way as the DG
quasi-functor Φ above. We have that
Jm,nΦm “ Φn, JnΦn “ Φ in Hopdgcatkq.
Lemma 8.28. Assume that all the DG functors
Pn : DnpW q Ñ D
abspSn,WSn
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are localizations, and the kernel of Pn is generated by ΦnpD
abspT,WT qq. Then the functor
pi˚ : Dcoh,T pX,S,W q Ñ D
abs
S pY,W q
is also a localization, and its kernel is generated by ΦpDabspT,WT qq.
Proof. The proof is the same as for Lemma 8.17. 
Hence, we reduced the statement of the theorem to proving that the DG functors Pn :
DnpW q Ñ D
abspSn,WSnq are localizations and controlling their kernels. We start with the
functor P1.
Lemma 8.29. The DG quasi-functor Φ1 : D
bpT q Ñ D1 is quasi-fully-faithful, we have a
semi-orthogonal decomposition
D1 “ xD
abspS,WSq,Φ1pD
abspT,WT qqy,
and the DG functor P1 is the left semi-orthogonal projection onto D
abspS,WSq. In partic-
ular, the DG functor P1 is a localization, and its kernel is generated by Φ1pD
abspT,WT qq.
Proof. This is a direct application of Lemma 5.10, with A “ DabspT,WT q, B “
D
abspS,WSq, F “ pi˚. 
The following Lemma is the analogue of Lemma 8.19 for matrix factorizations.
Lemma 8.30. Let g : U Ñ V be a proper morphism of noetherian separated schemes,
and Z Ă V a nonrational locus of V with respect to g. Suppose that U 1 (resp. V 1 ) is a
square-zero thickening of U (resp. V ), and we have a commutative diagram
U
ιUÝÝÝÝÑ U 1
g
§§đ g1§§đ
V
ιVÝÝÝÝÑ V 1.
Assume that Z is also a nonrational locus of V 1 with respect to g1 . let WV 1 P OpV
1q be
a regular function, and denote by WU P OpUq, WV P OpV q, WU 1 P OpU
1q its pullbacks.
Then we have a commutative square of DG functors
DcohpU,Z,WV q
JUÝÝÝÝÑ DcohpU
1, Z,WV 1q
G
§§đ G1§§đ
D
abspV,WV q
ιV ˚
ÝÝÝÝÑ DabspV 1,WV 1q.
Suppose that the DG functor G is a localization. Then the DG functor G1 is also a
localization, and its kernel is generated by JU pkerGq.
Proof. The proof is literally the same as for Lemma 8.19. 
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Proof of Theorem 8.24. By Lemma 8.29 and Lemma 8.30 we get by induction that each
DG functor Pn : DcohpTn, S,WSnq Ñ D
abspSn,WSnq is a localization, and kerPn is gen-
erated by J1,nΦ1pD
abspT,WT qq “ ΦnpD
abspT,WT qq. Therefore, by Lemma 8.28 the DG
functor pi˚ : Dcoh,T pX,S,W q Ñ D
abs
S pY,W q is a localization, and its kernel is generated by
ΦpDabspT,WT qq. This proves part 1) of Theorem.
By Lemma 8.25 part 1) implies part 2). Theorem is proved. 
8.5. The construction of a smooth categorical compactification. In this Subsection
we prove our main result.
Theorem 8.31. Let Y be a smooth separated scheme of finite type over a field k of
characteristic zero. Then
1) the DG category DbpY q has a smooth categorical compactification of the form
D
bpY˜ q Ñ DbpY q, where Y˜ is a smooth and proper variety.
2) for any regular function W P OpY q the D(Z{2 -)G category DabspY,W q has a Z{2 -
graded smooth categorical compactification CW Ñ D
abspX,W q, with a semi-orthogonal
decomposition CW “ xD
abspV1,W1q, . . . ,D
abspVm,Wmqy, where each Vi is a k -smooth
variety and the morphisms Wi : Vi Ñ A
1
k are proper.
Proof. 1). Our first observation is that the scheme Y can be assumed to be proper. Indeed,
if Y is not proper, then by Nagata [Nag] we can take some compactification Y Ă Y , so
that the restriction DG functor DbpY q Ñ DbpY q is a localization, and the kernel Db
Y zY
pY q
is generated by a single object. Thus, Y can be replaced by Y¯ .
From now on, we assume that Y is proper. By [Or1, Theorem 4.15], it is sufficient
to construct a smooth categorical compactification C Ñ DbpY q, such that C has a
semi-orthogonal decomposition C “ xDbpX1q, . . . ,D
bpXmqy, where each Xi is smooth
and proper variety. We will obtain the DG category C by the same construction as the
Kuznetsov-Lunts categorical resolution [KL], with a slight restriction on the choice of pa-
rameters (see below). Also, our description is a bit different since we are dealing with
derived categories of coherent sheaves, instead of perfect complexes.
By [BM, Theorem 1.6], there is a sequence of blow-ups with smooth centers
Yn Ñ Yn´1 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ Y1 Ñ Y,
such that pYnqred is smooth. We proceed by induction on n.
The base of induction is n “ 0. In this case Yred is smooth and proper. Take the nilpo-
tent radical I Ă OY , and assume that I
l “ 0. Applying the Auslander-type construction to
the triple pY,I, lq, we get a nice ringed space pY,AY q with a morphism ρY : pY,AY q Ñ Y.
By Proposition 8.2 the DG functor ρY ˚ : D
bpAY q Ñ D
bpY q is a localization, and the kernel
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is generated by a single object. By Proposition 8.4 the DG category DbpAY q is smooth and
proper. By Proposition 8.3, the DG category DbpAY q has a semi-orthogonal decomposition
D
bpAY q “ xD
bpYredq, . . . ,D
bpYredqqy,
where the number of components equals to l. This proves the base of induction.
Now assume that the statement of induction is proved for some n. We prove it for n`1.
Assume that the first blow-up f : X “ Y1 Ñ Y has a smooth center Z Ă Y. By Proposition
8.11, there is l ą 0 such that for all k ě l the infinitesimal neighborhood Zk of Z is a
nonrational locus of Y with respect to f. As in Subsection 8.3 we have a DG category
DcohpX,Zlq, and by Theorem 8.13 the DG functor
pi˚ : DcohpX,Zlq Ñ D
bpY q
is a localization, and kerppi˚q is generated by a single object.
We would like to modify the DG category DcohpX,Zlq. Let us put D :“ f
´1pZq. Then
Dl “ f
´1pZlq. Let us take the nice ringed spaces pDl,ADlq and pZl,AZlq, associated to
the triples pDl, ID, lq and pZl, IZ , lq respectively. We have a commutative diagram
X
j
ÐÝÝÝÝ Dl
ρDlÐÝÝÝÝ pDl,ADlq
f
§§đ p§§đ p˜§§đ
Y
i
ÐÝÝÝÝ Zl
ρZlÐÝÝÝÝ pZl,AZlq.
We put
DcohpX,AZlq :“ D
bpXq ipDbpADl qq
D
bpAZlq,
By Lemma 5.8 1), we have the DG functor
ρpX,Zlq : DcohpX,AZlq Ñ DcohpX,Zlq.
By Lemma 5.8 2), and Proposition 8.2, the functor ρpX,Zlq is a localization and its kernel
is generated by a single object. Hence, the composition
p˜i˚ :“ pi˚ ˝ ρpX,Zlq : DcohpX,AZlq Ñ D
bpY q
is also a localization, with kernel generated by a single object.
Note that the morphism jρDl : pDl,ADlq Ñ X has finite Tor-dimension (more precisely,
its Tor-dimension equals 1 ). Hence, the functor pjρDlq˚ : D
b
cohpADlq Ñ D
b
cohpXq has
a left adjoint LpjρDlq
˚ : DbcohpXq Ñ D
b
cohpADlq. It is given by a DG bimodule ML P
D
bpXq-Mod -DbpADlq which is left adjoint to NpjρZlq˚
P DpDbpXq bDbpADlq
opq. The DG
bimodule
M˜L :“ML
L
bDbpADl q
Np˜˚ P D
bpXq-Mod -DbpAZlq
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is then left adjoint to DbpAZlq
L
bDbpADl q
D
bpXq. By Lemma 5.1, we have a natural isomor-
phism
DcohpX,AZlq – D
bpAZlq iM˜L D
bpXq in Hopdgcatkq.
By induction hypothesis, there is a smooth categorical compactification pi1˚ : C
1 Ñ DbpXq,
with a semi-orthogonal decomposition C 1 “ xDbpX1q, . . . ,D
bpXm1qy. Define the DG cate-
gory
C :“ DbpAZlq i
Npi1˚
L
b
DbpXq
M˜L
C 1.
The bimodule C 1-DbpAZlq -bimodule Npi1˚
L
bDbpXq M˜L is perfect, because it corresponds to
an exact functor Rp˜˚ ˝ LpjρDlq
˚ ˝ pi1˚. Thus, the DG category C is smooth and proper.
Moreover, it has a semi-orthogonal decomposition
(8.9) C “ xDbpZq, . . . ,DbpZq,DbpX1q, . . . ,D
bpXm1qy,
where the number of copies of DbpZq equals to l.
Since pi1˚ : C
1 Ñ DbpXq is a localization, we have a natural isomorphism
pidbpi
1op
˚ q
˚pNpi1˚
L
b
DbpXq
M˜Lq
„
ÝÑ M˜L in DpD
bpAZlq bD
bpXqopq.
By Lemma 5.2 we have a DG quasi-functor
Π˚ : C Ñ DcohpX,AZlq » D
bpAZlq iM˜L D
bpXq.
It is a localization by Lemma 5.4, and its kernel is generated by a single object.
Therefore, the composition DG quasi-functor p˜i˚Π˚ : C Ñ D
bpY q is a localization, the
category C has a semi-orthogonal decomposition (8.9), and the kernel of p˜i˚Π˚ is generated
by a single object. So, this DG quasi-functor is a smooth categorical compactification of
D
bpY q with required properties. This proves the statement of induction for n ` 1. The
part 1) of the theorem is proved.
The part 2) is proved in a completely analogous way. We first reduce to the case when
the morphism W : Y Ñ A1 is proper, and then proceed as in the proof of part 1). 
Remark 8.32. Note that in the proof of Theorem 8.31 we choose a parameter k ą 0
such that not only Zk Ă Y is a nonrational locus of Y with respect to f : X Ñ Y, but
also all the infinitesimal neighborhoods Zl with l ě k. In the construction of a categorical
resolution of [KL], it is only needed that Zk is a nonrational locus.
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Appendix A. Matrix factorizations
Let pC,W q be an abelian Z` -category. Recall that in Section 6 we defined the DG
category MFdgpC,W q, the homotopy category KpC,W q and the absolute derived category
DabspC,W q. We denote by MFabpC,W q :“ Z
0pMFdgpC,W qq the abelian category of matrix
factorizations.
When C is small, we have a totalization functor
Tot : DbpMFabpC,W qq Ñ D
abspC,W q.
it is given by
(A.1) TotpF ‚qev “
à
n even
pFnqev ‘
à
n odd
pFnqodd, TotpF ‚qodd “
à
n even
pFnqodd ‘
à
n odd
pFnqev.
The non-zero components of the ”differential” on TotpF ‚q are given by p´1qnδFn : F
n Ñ
Fn, and d : Fn Ñ Fn`1. Recall (from Definition 6.4) that for a matrix factorization F we
denote by F ev (resp. F odd ) its even (resp. odd) component.
In the case when C has small coproducts and exact direct limits (AB5), we have a direct
sum totalization functor
Tot‘ : DcopMFabpC,W qq Ñ D
copC,W q.
The components of Tot‘pF ‚q are defined by the same formulas as in (A.1) (but now the
direct sums are infinite), and the ”differential” is defined in the same way.
We recall the notion of a Frobenius category and its stable triangulated category [Hap].
Definition A.1. 1) An exact category A is called a Frobenius category if it has enough
injective objects, enough projective objects, and these two classes of objects coincide.
2) If A is a Frobenius exact category, its stable triangulated category A is defined as
follows. First, ObpAq “ ObpAq. Further, for X,Y P A the abelian group of morphisms
HomApX,Y q is defined as the quotient of HomApX,Y q by the subgroup of morphisms
which are the compositions X Ñ I Ñ Y for some projective-injective object I P A. The
composition is induced by that in A. The shift functor is defined by choosing a conflation
0Ñ X Ñ I Ñ Xr1s Ñ 0,
for each X P ObpAq. Further, each triangle is isomorphic to a standard one pi, p, eq, given
by a morphism of conflations
0 ÝÝÝÝÑ X
i
ÝÝÝÝÑ Y
p
ÝÝÝÝÑ Z ÝÝÝÝÑ 0
id
§§đ §§đ e§§đ
0 ÝÝÝÝÑ X ÝÝÝÝÑ I ÝÝÝÝÑ Xr1s ÝÝÝÝÑ 0.
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We also recall other versions of the definition of stable category of a Frobenius category.
Denote by KacpInjAq the homotopy category of acyclic complexes of injective objects in
A. This is a triangulated category and the functor
Z0 : KacpInjAq Ñ A
is an equivalence of triangulated categories.
Also, take the bounded derived category DbpAq, and its full subcategory KbpInjAq Ă
DbpAq. We have a functor
(A.2) F : AÑ DbpAq{KbpInjAq, F pXq “ Xr0s.
The functor F is also an equivalence of triangulated categories.
Let now pC,W q be an additive Z` -category. Denote by MFexpC,W q the exact cat-
egory of matrix factorizations, with the following exact structure: a sequence 0 Ñ F1 Ñ
F2 Ñ F3 Ñ 0 is a conflation in MFexpC,W q if it is componentwise split exact in C. In
particular, if C is abelian, then conflations in MFexpC,W q are also short exact sequences
in MFabpC,W q.
Proposition A.2. Let pC,W q be an additive Z` -category. Then the exact category
MFexpC,W q is a Frobenius category. Moreover, projective-injective objects are precisely
null-homotopic matrix factorizations, and the stable category of MFexpC,W q is identified
with KpC,W q.
Proof. Note that for any matrix factorization F the inclusion F Ñ ConepidF q is an
inflation, and the projection FiberpidF q “ ConepidF r´1sq Ñ F is a deflation. The objects
ConepidF q are projective-injective since
HomMFexpC,W qpConepidF q, Gq – HomCpF
ev, Goddq ‘HomCpF
odd, Gevq,
HomMFexpC,W qpG,ConepidF qq – HomCpG
ev, F evq ‘HomCpG
odd, F oddq.
It follows that both projective and injective objects of MFexpC,W q are exactly the direct
summands of objects of the form ConepidF q, and the category MFexpC,W q has enough
projectives and enough injectives. Thus, MFexpC,W q is a Frobenius category.
Since all the objects ConepidF q are null-homotopic, we have a full functor pr :
MFexpC,W q Ñ KpC,W q, which is identity on objects. Further, any null-homotopic mor-
phism ϕ : F Ñ F 1 in MFexpC,W q can be factored through ConepidF q. It follows that
the functor pr is also faithful, hence it is an equivalence.
Finally, the projective-injective objects of MFexpC,W q are exactly the objects which are
isomorphic to zero in KpC,W q, i.e. null-homotopic matrix factorizations. 
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We always have an exact totalization functor
Tot : DbpMFexpC,W qq Ñ KpC,W q.
If C has small coproducts, then we have a direct sum totalization functor
Tot‘ : DcopMFexpC,W qq Ñ KpC,W q.
Proposition A.3. Let pC,W q be an additive Z` -category.
1) If C is small, then the totalization functor
Tot : DbpMFexpC,W qq Ñ KpC,W q
is a localization, and its kernel is generated by objects of the form ConepidF q PMFexpC,W q,
F PMFexpC,W q.
2) If C is small and abelian, then the totalization functor
Tot : DbpMFabpC,W qq Ñ D
abspC,W q
is a localization, and its kernel is generated by objects of the form ConepidF q PMFabpC,W q,
F PMFabpC,W q.
3) If C has small coproducts, then the direct sum totalization functor
Tot‘ : DcopMFexpC,W qq Ñ KpC,W q
is a localization, and its kernel is generated as a localizing subcategory by objects of the form
ConepidF q PMFabpC,W q, F PMFabpC,W q.
4) If C is abelain and has exact small coproducts, then the direct sum totalization functor
Tot‘ : DcopMFabpC,W qq Ñ D
copC,W q
is a localization, and its kernel is generated as a localizing subcategory by objects of the form
ConepidF q PMFabpC,W q, F PMFabpC,W q.
Proof. 1) By Proposition A.2, the category MFexpC,W q is Frobenius, and its sta-
ble category is KpC,W q. Clearly, the functor Tot vanishes on KbpInjMFexpC,W qq Ă
DbpMFexpC,W qq. The induced functor
Tot : DbpMFexpC,W qq{K
bpInjMFexpC,W qq Ñ KpC,W q
is a quasi-inverse to the functor (A.2) (for A “MFexpC,W qq ), hence it is an equivalence.
Since the class InjMFexpC,W q is additively generated by objects ConepidF q, the assertion
is proved.
2) This follows directly from 1). Indeed, the natural functor
DbpMFexpC,W qq Ñ D
bpMFabpC,W qq
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is a localization, and its kernel is generated by short exact sequences in MFabpC,W q.
Similarly, by definition, the natural functor
KpC,W q Ñ DabspC,W q
is also a localization, and its kernel is generated by totalizations of short exact sequences
in MFabpC,W q. Altogether, we have a commutative square of exact functors
DbpMFexpC,W qq
q1
ÝÝÝÝÑ DbpMFabpC,W qq
Tot
§§đ Tot§§đ
KpC,W q
q2ÝÝÝÝÑ DabspC,W q.
Both horizontal arrows and the left vertical arrow are localizations, hence so is the right
vertical arrow. Its kernel equals to q1pker Totq and is therefore generated by ConepidF q,
F PMFabpC,W q. This proves 2).
3) We claim that the totalization functor has a right adjoint
R : KpC,W q Ñ DcopMFexpC,W qq,
RpF qn “ ConepidF rnsq, and the differential is the composition
ConepidF rnsq Ñ F rn` 1s Ñ ConepidFrn`1sq.
In other words, R is the composition
KpC,W q –MFexpC,W q – KacpInjMFexpC,W qq ãÑ D
copMFexpC,W qq.
To define the adjunction counit, let us note that Tot‘pRpF qq “ Conep
À
nPZ
Fpnq
φ
ÝÑ
À
nPZ
Fpnqq,
where Fpnq denotes the n -th copy of F, and φ has components id : Fpnq Ñ Fpnq and
´ id : Fpnq Ñ Fpn´1q. Note that φ is a split monomorphism, and Cokerpφq “ F. The
adjunction counit is given by the projection Tot‘RpF q Ñ Cokerpφq “ F. To define the
adjunction unit, we take a complex G‚ P DcopMFexpC,W qq, and define the map G
n Ñ
RpTot‘pG‚qqn to be the inclusion of a direct summand.
To see that the counit Tot‘RpF q Ñ F is an isomorphism in KpC,W q , we note that
ConepTot‘RpF q Ñ F q “ Tot‘p
à
nPZ
Fpnq
φ
ÝÑ
à
nPZ
Fpnq Ñ F q,
and the RHS is a totalization of short exact sequence in MFexpC,W q, hence zero object in
KpC,W q.
To control the kernel of Tot‘, it suffices to show that for any G P DcopMFexpC,W qq
the object
ConepGÑ RTot‘pGqq
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is contained in the localizing subcategory generated by ConepidF q. Since the category
DcopMFexpC,W qq is generated (as a localizing subcategory) by objects concentrated in
degree zero, we may and will assume that G “ Gr0s is actually an object of MFexpC,W q,
Further, the unit morphism Gr0s Ñ RpGq is a component-wise inflation, so we have
ConepGr0s Ñ RpGqq – RpGq{Gr0s “ RpGqď´1 ‘ τě0RpGq.
Here RpGqď´1 is a bounded above complex, and its terms are ConepidGr´nsq for n ě 1.
Hence, it is contained in the localizing subcategory of DcopMFexpC,W qqq generated by
ConepidF q. Further, the complex τ
ě0RpGq is acyclic and bounded below, hence it is zero
in DcopMFexpC,W qq. This proves 3).
4) This follows from 3) in the same way as 2) follows from 1). 
For an abelian category C, we have exact functors
Φ0,Φ1 :MFabpC,W q Ñ C,
where Φ0pF q “ F
ev (resp. Φ1pF q “ F
odd ) is the even (resp. odd) component of the
underlying Z{2 -graded object of C (keeping the notation of Definition 6.4). They have
both left and right adjoints. Namely, for G P C, put
Ψ0pGq :“ pidG,WGq PMFabpC,W q, Ψ1pGq :“ pWG, idGq.
It is easy to check that the functor Ψ0 is left adjoint to Φ0 and right adjoint to Φ1.
Similarly, the functor Ψ1 is left adjoint to Φ1 and right adjoint to Φ0.
If C is a locally noetherian abelian category, then the abelian category MFabpC,W q is
also locally noetherian, and MFabpC,W qf “MFabpCf ,W q.
Given abelian Z` -categories pC1,W1q, pC2,W2q with exact filtered colimits, and a left
exact Z` -functor F : C1 Ñ C2, the right derived functor RF : D
copC1,W1q Ñ D
copC2,W2q
(if it exists) is defined by the standard universal property. In the case when C1 is locally
noetherian, the functor RF is given by the composition
DcopC1,W1q
„
ÝÑ KpInjC1,W1q
F
ÝÑ DcopC2,W2q.
In general, one can use Proposition A.3 to construct the (left and right) derived functors for
matrix factorizations using the adapted classes of objects. A bit different but conceptually
similar approach has been developed in [BDFIK].
Proposition A.3 provides a very efficient tool for reducing the statements and construc-
tions for exotic derived categories matrix factorizations to similar statements for conven-
tional derived categories of abelian categories (see e.g. [EP, Remark 2.7]). Here we only
mention several applications which we need in the present paper.
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Proposition A.4. Let pC1,W1q, pC2,W2q be locally noetherian abelian categories, and
F : C1 Ñ C2 a coproduct preserving left exact Z` -functor. Assume that the derived functor
RF : DcopC1q Ñ D
copC2q
takes the subcategory Dbf pC1q to D
b
f pC2q. Then the induced functor
RF : DcopC1,W1q Ñ D
copC2,W2q
takes the subcategory DabspC1f ,W1q to D
abspC2f ,W2q.
Proof. We have an induced functor FMF : MFabpC1,W1q ÑMFabpC2,W2q. It is left exact
and coproduct preserving. It has a derived functor
RFMF : D
copMFabpC1,W1qq Ñ D
copMFabpC2,W2qq.
We claim that this functor takes Dbf pMFabpC1,W1qq to D
b
f pMFabpC2,W2qq. Indeed, first
we may replace Dco by D`. Further, an object G P D`pMFabpC2,W2qq belongs to
Dbf pMFabpC2,W2qq iff Φ0pGq and Φ1pGq belong to D
b
f pC2q. It remains to note that we
have commutative diagrams for i “ 0, 1 :
(A.3)
D`pMFabpC1,W1qq
RFMFÝÝÝÝÑ D`pMFabpC1,W1qq
Φi
§§đ Φi§§đ
D`pC1q
RF
ÝÝÝÝÑ D`pC2q.
Now we apply the totalization. Namely, we have a commutative diagram
DcopMFabpC1,W1qq
RFMFÝÝÝÝÑ DcopMFabpC1,W1qq
Tot‘
§§đ Tot‘§§đ
DcopC1,W1q
RF
ÝÝÝÝÑ DcopC2,W2q.
The functors Tot‘ take Dbf pMFabpCi,Wiqq to D
abspCi,Wiq. This proves the proposition.

For a separated noetherian k -scheme X and W P OpXq, we have a bifunctor
Homab :MFabpCohX,W q
op ˆMFabpQCohX,W q Ñ Mod
Z{2 -k :“MFabpMod -k, 0q,
which is left exact in both arguments. We also have its derived functor
RHomab : D
bpMFabpCohX,W qq
op ˆD`pMFabpQCohX,W qq Ñ D
`pModZ{2 -kq.
We have a natural isomorphism
(A.4) Tot‘pRHomabpF ,Gqq – RHompTotpFq,Tot
‘pGqq,
for F P DbpMFabpCohX,W qq, G P D
`pMFabpQCohX,W qq.
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Also, note that the bifunctor
´b´ : ModZ{2 -kˆModZ{2 -kÑ ModZ{2 -k
is biexact, hence it induces a tensor product functor on D`pModZ{2 -kq.
Proposition A.5. Given two schemes X1 and X2 of finite type over a perfect field, and
regular functions Wi on Xi, the box product quasi-functor provides a Morita equivalence
(A.5) ´b´ : DabspX1,W1q bD
abspX2,W2q Ñ D
abs
X0
1
ˆX0
2
pX1 ˆX2,W1 ‘W2q.
Proof. We first show that the functor (A.5) is quasi-fully-faithful. By [L, Proposition 6.20
a)], for any F1, G1 P D
b
cohpX1q and F2, G2 P D
b
cohpX2q, we have
(A.6) RHompF1, G1q bRHompF2, G2q – RHompF1 b F2, G1 bG2q in D
`pkq.
Now let us take any F1,G1 P MFabpCohX1,W1q, F2,G2 P MFabpCohX2,W2q. It follows
from (A.6) and (A.3) that we have
RHomabpF1,G1q bRHomabpF2,G2q – RHomabpF1 b F2,G1 b G2q in D
`pModZ{2 -kq.
Applying Tot‘, we obtain an isomorphism
RHompF¯1, G¯1q bRHompF¯2, G¯2q – RHompF¯1 b F¯2, G¯1 b G¯2q.
Therefore, the DG quasi-functor (A.5) is quasi-fully-faithful.
It remains to show that the objects F1 bF2 generate D
abs
coh,X0
1
ˆX0
2
pX1ˆX2,W1 ‘W2q as
triangulated category. By [L, Proposition 6.8, Proposition 6.14], the image of the bifunctor
DbcohpX
0
1 q ˆ D
b
cohpX
0
2 q Ñ D
b
cohpX
0
1 ˆ X
0
2 q generates the target as a triangulated category.
To finish the proof, it suffices to note that the image of the pushforward functor DbcohpX
0
1 ˆ
X02 q Ñ D
abs
coh,X0
1
ˆX0
2
pX1ˆX2,W1‘W2q also generates the target as a triangulated category.

We finish this section with the following general statement on localization for categories
of matrix factorizations
Proposition A.6. Let pA,W q be an abelian Z` -category, and B Ă A a Serre subcategory.
Put C :“ A{B. Then W induces a natural transformation W¯ : idC ñ idC , and the induced
functor DabspA,W q Ñ DabspC, W¯ q is a localization. Its kernel is generated by the image of
DabspB,W q.
Proof. The first assertion (about W¯ ) is evident. It is easy to see that MFabpB,W q Ă
MFabpA,W q is a Serre subcategory. Let us check that the natural functor pr :
MFabpA,W q{MFabpB,W q ÑMFabpC, W¯ q is an equivalence of abelian categories.
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Faithfulness. Suppose that prpϕ¯q “ 0 for some morphism ϕ¯ : F¯ Ñ F¯ 1 in
MFabpA,W q{MFabpB,W q. We may and will assume that ϕ¯ is the image of a morphism
ϕ : F Ñ F 1 in MFabpA,W q. Then Impϕ
evq, Impϕoddq P B, hence Impϕq P MFabpB,W q.
Thus, ϕ¯ “ 0.
Fullness. Suppose that we have a morphism ψ : prpF¯ q Ñ prpG¯q in MFabpC, W¯ q,
where F,G P MFabpA,W q. Then the morphisms ψ
ev, ψodd can be represented by some
morphisms pϕevq1 : pF evq1 Ñ Gev{pGevq1, pϕoddq1 : pF oddq1 Ñ Godd{pGoddq1, where
pF evq1 Ă F ev (resp. pGevq1 Ă Gev ) is a subobject s.t. F ev{pF evq1 (resp. pGevq1 ) is
in B, and similarly for pF oddq1 (resp. pGoddq1 ). Let us replace pF evq1 by the inter-
section pF evq1 X pδ0F q
´1ppF oddq1q “: pF evq2. Then the quotient F ev{pF evq2 is still in B
(since B is a Serre subcategory), and δ0ppF evq2q Ď pF oddq1. Further, we replace pF oddq1
by the intersection pF oddq1 X pδ1F q
´1ppF evq2q. Again, the quotient F odd{pF oddq2 is still in
B, and δ1ppF oddq2q Ď pF evq2. But we also have the inclusion δ0ppF evq2q Ď pF oddq2, since
δ1δ0ppF evq2q “ WF evppF
evq2q Ď pF evq2. Therefore, ppF evq2, pF oddq2q Ă F is a subfactor-
ization. Analogously, we construct subobjects pGevq2 Ď Gev, pGoddq2 Ď Godd, containing
pGevq1 (resp. pGoddq1 ) such that pGevq2, pGoddq2 P B, and ppGevq2, pGoddq2q Ă G is a
subfactorization. We denote by pϕevq2 : pF evq2 Ñ Gev{pGevq2 (resp. pϕoddq2 : pF oddq2 Ñ
Godd{pGoddq2 ) the morphism induced by pϕevq1 (resp. pϕoddq1 ).
We denote by ϕ2 : F 2 Ñ G{G2 the constructed morphism of Z{2 -graded objects in
A. By construction, the commutator rδ, ϕ2s vanishes in C. Therefore, Imprδ, ϕ2sq is a
(Z{2 -graded) object of B. Moreover, Imprδ, ϕ2sq Ď G{G2 is a subfactorization (since
rδ, ϕ2s : F 2r´1s Ñ G{G2 is a morphism in MFabpA,W q ). Therefore, we have an actual
morphism ϕ : F 2 Ñ Cokerprδ, ϕ2sq in MF pA,W q, and prpϕ¯q “ ψ. This proves fullness of
pr .
Essential surjectivity. Let us take some matrix factorization F¯ “ pF ev, F odd, δ¯0, δ¯1q in
MF pC, W¯ q. We may and will assume that δ¯1 is represented by an actual morphism F odd
δ1
ÝÑ
F ev in A. The morphism pδ¯0q is represented by some pδ0q1 : pF evq1 Ñ F odd{pF oddq1,
where F ev{pF evq1, pF oddq1 P B. We can replace F odd by F odd{pF oddq1, and F ev by
F ev{δ1ppF oddq1q, and pF evq1 by pF evq1{pF evq1Xδ1ppF oddq1qq. Thus, we may and will assume
that pF oddq1 “ 0. Similarly, we may and will assume that pF evq1 “ F ev. So we have a data
pF ev, F odd, δ0, δ1q such that Impδ1δ0´WF evq, Impδ
0δ1´WF oddq are in B. Replacing F by
F˜ :“ F { Imppδq2 ´WF q, we obtain an object of MF pA,W q, and prpF˜ q “ F¯ .
It follows that we have an equivalence of triangulated categories
DbpMFabpA,W qq{D
b
MFabpB,W q
pMFabpA,W qq
„
ÝÑ DbpMFabpC, W¯ qq.
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In the commutative diagram
DbpMFabpA,W qq ÝÝÝÝÑ D
bpMFabpC, W¯ qq
TotA
§§đ TotC§§đ
DabspA,W q ÝÝÝÝÑ DabspC, W¯ q
both vertical arrows and the upper horizontal arrow are localizations, hence so is the
lower horizontal arrow. Its kernel is generated by TotApD
b
MFabpB,W q
pMFabpA,W qqq “
ImpDabspB,W q Ñ DabspA,W qq. This proves the proposition. 
Appendix B. Grothendieck duality
Here we prove relative Grothendieck duality for coherent sheaves and matrix factoriza-
tions on nice ringed spaces.
First we need one general auxiliary result.
Proposition B.1. Let C1, C2 be locally noetherian abelian categories, and Φ : C1 Ñ C2 a
coproduct preserving left exact functor. Suppose that its right derived functor RnΦ vanishes
for some n ą 0 (hence also RmΦ “ 0 for m ą n ).
Take the derived functor Φ : DcopC1q Ñ D
copC2q. Then its right adjoint functor Φ
! :
DcopC2q Ñ D
copC1q takes D
`pC2q to D
`pC1q.
Proof. First, if C is a locally noetherian abelian category, then an object F P DcopCq
belongs to DědpCq iff for any G P Cf one has Hom
ipG,F q “ 0 for i ď d´ 1.
Now, suppose that E P DělpC2q. For any F in C1 we have (by assumption) RΦpF q P
Db,ďnpC2q. Hence, for i ď l ´ n´ 1 we have
HomipF,Φ!Eq “ HomipRΦpF q, Eq “ 0.
Thus, Φ!F P Děpl´nqpC1q. This proves Proposition. 
Let pX,AXq be a nice ringed space. Suppose that BX is another coherent sheaf of
OX -algebras, so that pX,BX q is a nice ringed space. We have a natural bi-functor
RHomAX : D
bpCoh -AX b
OX
B
op
X q ˆD
copQCoh -AXq Ñ D
copQCoh -BXq.
The proof of the following theorem follows the lines of [Ne2, Section 6].
Theorem B.2. Let pf, φq : pX,AXq Ñ pY,AY q, pf, ψq : pX,BXq Ñ pY,BY q be two
morphisms of nice ringed spaces with the same underlying proper morphism f : X Ñ Y.
We have also the morphism pf, φb ψopq : pX,AX bOX B
op
X q Ñ pY,AY bOY B
op
Y q. Then for
F P DbpCoh -AX bOX B
op
X q, G P D
copQCoh -AY q we have a bi-functorial isomorphism
f˚RHomAX pF , f
!Gq
„
Ñ RHomAY pf˚F ,Gq
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in DcopQCoh -BY q.
Proof. First, the required morphism of bi-functors is defined to be the composition
(B.1) f˚RHomAX pF , f
!Gq Ñ RHomAY pf˚F , f˚f
!Gq Ñ RHomAY pf˚F ,Gq.
Since all the bifunctors in (B.1) are continuous in G, we may assume that G is a compact
object in DcopQCoh -AY q, i.e. G P D
bpCoh -AY q.
We will assume that more generally G P D`pQCoh -AY q Ă D
copQCoh -AY q. Then by
Proposition B.1 all the objects in (B.1) are in D`pQCoh -BY q Ă D
copQCoh -BY q. Hence, it
suffices to show that (B.1) becomes an isomorphism after applying RΓpU,´q for any open
U Ă Y. Clearly, this holds for U “ Y (since RΓpRHomq – RHom ).
Let us take some open U Ă Y, and denote by jU : U Ñ Y the corresponding open
immersion, and similarly jf´1pUq : f
´1pUq Ñ X. Also, we put f 1 :“ f|f´1pUq : f
´1pUq Ñ U.
It follows from Proposition 7.9 3) that we have a natural isomorphism
f 1˚j
˚
f´1pUq – j
˚
Uf˚ : D
copQCoh -AXq Ñ D
copQCoh -AU q.
Passing to the right adjoints, we get an isomorphism
(B.2) jf´1pUq˚pf
1q! – f !jU˚ : D
copQCoh -AU q Ñ D
copQCoh -AXq.
Now, we have a morphism of functors
(B.3) j˚f´1pUqf
! Ñ pf 1q!j˚U ,
which is a composition
j˚f´1pUqf
! Ñ j˚f´1pUqf
!jU˚j
˚
U – j
˚
f´1pUqjf´1pUq˚pf
1q!j˚U – pf
1q!j˚U .
We are left to show that (B.3) is an isomorphism. This in turn equivalent to the following
statement.
Claim. We have the following vanishing: pj˚
f´1pUqf
!q|Dco
Y zU
pQCoh -AY q “ 0.
Proof. This vanishing is local on Y for the following reason. Let Y “ V1 Y V2 be an open
cover. Then for any H P D`
Y zU pQCoh -AY q we have the Mayer-Vietoris triangle
HÑ jV1˚j
˚
V1
HÑ jV2˚j
˚
V2
HÑ jV1XV2˚j
˚
V1XV2HÑ Hr1s.
Combining this with the isomorphism (B.2) we reduce the problem to the case when Y is
affine.
Put Z :“ Y zU. Clearly, if Z “ Z1 X ¨ ¨ ¨ X Zn, then it suffices to prove Claim for each
Zi. Hence, we may and will assume that Y is affine and Z Ă Y is a divisor defined by the
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function γ on Y. In this case the category Dco
Y zU pQCoh -AY q is compactly generated by
the objects ConepG
γ
Ñ Gq, where G P Coh -AY . But we have
j˚f´1pUqf
!ConepG
γ
Ñ Gq “ j˚f´1pUqConepf
!G
f˚pγq
Ñ f !Gq “ 0.
This proves Claim. 
Claim implies that (B.3) is an isomorphism. Finally, we have
RΓpU, f˚RHomAX pF , f
!Gqq – RHomA
f´1pUq
pj˚f´1pUqF , j
˚
f´1pUqf
!Gq
– RHomA
f´1pUq
pj˚f´1pUqF , f
1!j˚UGq – RHomAU pf
1
˚j
˚
f´1pUqF , j
˚
UGq
– RHomAU pj
˚
Uf˚F , j
˚
UGq – RΓpU,RHomAX pf˚F ,Gqq.
This proves the theorem. 
Remark B.3. In the proof of Theorem B.2 we use implicitly that for a nice ringed space
pS,ASq the natural functor D
copQCoh -ASq Ñ D
copMod -ASq is fully faithful. For exam-
ple, if E P D`pQCoh -AY bOY B
op
Y q, H P D
copQCoh -AY q then
RHompE ,Hq P DcopMod -BY q,
but for E P DbcohpQCoh -AY bOY B
op
Y q we have that RHompE ,Hq is contained in the
essential image of DcopQCoh -BY q.
Corollary B.4. Let f : pX,AXq Ñ pY,AY q be a proper morphism of nice ringed spaces.
Then there is a natural isomorphism of functors
f˚f
! – RHomAY pRf˚AX ,´q : D
copQCoh -AY q Ñ D
copQCoh -AY q.
Here AX is considered as a coherent pAX bOX A
op
X q -module.
Proof. Indeed, it suffices to apply Theorem B.2 to BX “ AX , BY “ AY and F “ AX . 
Now we turn to the case of matrix factorizations. Again, suppose that pX,AXq and
pX,BXq are nice ringed spaces with the same underlying scheme X. Let W1,W2 be regular
functions on X. Then we have a natural bi-functor
RHomAX : D
bpCoh -pAX b
OX
B
op
X ,W1qq ˆD
copQCoh -pAX ,W2qq
Ñ DcopQCoh -pBX ,W2 ´W1qq.
Theorem B.5. Keep the notation of Theorem B.2. Let W1,W2 be regular functions on Y.
Then for F P DabscohpAXbOX B
op
X , f
˚W1q, G P D
copQCoh -pAY ,W2qq we have a bi-functorial
isomorphism
f˚RHomAX pF , f
!Gq
„
Ñ RHomAY pf˚F ,Gq
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in DcopQCoh -pBY ,W2 ´W1qq.
Proof. For F P DabscohpAX bOX B
op
X , f
˚W1q, G P D
copQCoh -pAY ,W2qq we have a natural
composition
(B.4) f˚RHomAX pF , f
!Gq Ñ RHomAY pf˚F , f˚f
!Gq Ñ RHomAY pf˚F ,Gq.
We need to show that the composition (B.4) is an isomorphism in DcopQCoh -pBY ,W2 ´
W1qq.
We first replace the categories DabscohpAX bOX B
op
X , f
˚W1q and D
copQCoh -pAY ,W2qq by
the categories DbpMFabpCoh -AX bOX B
op
X , f
˚W1qq and D
copMFabpQCoh -AY ,W2qq. We
have the direct image functors on (co)derived categories:
f˚ : D
bpMFabpCoh -AX b
OX
B
op
X , f
˚W1qq Ñ D
bpMFabpCoh -AY b
OY
A
op
Y ,W1qq,
f˚ : D
copMFabpQCoh -AX , f
˚W2qq Ñ D
copMFabpQCoh -AY ,W2qq.
We claim that for any F˜ P DbpMFabpCoh -pAX bOX B
op
X q, f
˚W1qq, G˜ P
DcopMFabpQCoh -AY ,W2qq the natural composition
(B.5) f˚RHomAX pF˜ , f
!Gq Ñ RHomAY pf˚F˜ , f˚f
!G˜q Ñ RHomAY pf˚F˜ , G˜q
is an isomorphism in DcopMFabpQCoh -BY ,W2 ´W1qq.
As in the proof of Theorem B.2 we easily reduce to the case when G˜ P
D`pMFabpQCoh -AY ,W2qq. So, we will assume that this is the case. Then, by Propo-
sition B.1 we also have that f !G˜ P D`pMFabpQCoh -AX , f
˚W2qq.
Recall that in Appendix A we introduced the functors Φ0, Φ1, Ψ0, Ψ1. It is clear that
the functor f˚ in each case commutes with Φ0, Φ1, Ψ0, Ψ1. Passing to right adjoints,
we see that the functor f ! also commutes with Φ0, Φ1, Ψ0, Ψ1. Further, we have
(B.6) Φ0pRHomp´, ?qq – RHompΦ0p´q,Φ0p?qq ‘RHompΦ1p´q,Φ1p?qq,
(B.7) Φ1pRHomp´, ?qq – RHompΦ0p´q,Φ1p?qq ‘RHompΦ1p´q,Φ0p?qq.
Combining (B.6)-(B.7) with Theorem B.2, for any F˜ P DbpMFabpCoh -AX bOX
A
op
X , f
˚W1qq, G˜ P D
`pMFabpQCoh -AY ,W2qq we obtain the isomorphisms
(B.8) Φ0pf˚RHomAX pF˜ , f
!G˜qq – Φ0pRHomAY pf˚F˜ , G˜qq,
(B.9) Φ1pf˚RHomAX pF˜ , f
!G˜qq – Φ1pRHomAY pf˚F˜ , G˜qq
in D`pQCoh -BY q. The isomorphism (B.8) (resp. (B.9)) is exactly the image of (B.5) under
the functor Φ0 (resp. Φ1 ).
Summarising, we see that the morphism (B.5) becomes an isomorphism after applying
Φ0 and Φ1. Hence, (B.5) is itself an isomorphism.
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Now, we prove that (B.4) is an isomorphism. Choose any F˜ , G˜ such that TotpF˜q – F ,
Tot‘pG˜q “ G. Clearly, the functors f˚ commute with Tot and Tot
‘ . In particular, they
preserve the kernels of Tot and Tot‘ .
We claim that f ! also commutes with Tot‘ . Indeed, since Tot‘ is a localization,
it suffices to show that f ! preserves the kernel of Tot‘ . By Proposition A.3, this ker-
nel is generated by ConepidHq for all H P MFabpQCoh -AY ,W2q. It is easy to see that
ConepidHq “ Ψ0pH
oddq ‘ Ψ1pH
evq. But f ! commutes with Ψi and also commutes with
coproducts. Hence, f ! preserves the kernel of Tot‘ .
Therefore, we have a chain of isomorphisms
f˚RHomAX pTotpF˜q, f
!Tot‘pG˜qq – f˚RHomAX pTotpF˜q,Tot
‘pf !G˜qq –
f˚Tot
‘pRHomAX pF˜ , f
!G˜qq – Tot‘pf˚RHomAX pF˜ , f
!G˜qq – Tot‘pRHomAY pf˚F˜ , G˜qq –
RHomAY pTotpf˚F˜q,Tot
‘pG˜qq – RHomAY pf˚TotpF˜q,Tot
‘pG˜qq
in DcopQCoh -pBY ,W2 ´W1qq, and the composition coincides with the morphism (B.4).
This proves the theorem. 
Remark B.6. In the proof of Theorem B.5 we use implicitly that for a nice ringed
space pS,ASq and a function W on S the natural functor D
copQCoh -pAS ,W qq Ñ
DcopMod -pAS ,W qq is fully faithful. For example, if E P D
copQCoh -pAY bOY B
op
Y ,W1qq,
H P DcopQCoh -pAY ,W2qq then
RHompE ,Hq P DcopMod -pBY ,W2 ´W1qq,
but for E P DabscohpAY bOY B
op
Y ,W1q we have that RHompE ,Hq is contained in the essential
image of DcopQCoh -pBY ,W2 ´W1qq.
Corollary B.7. Let f : pX,AXq Ñ pY,AY q be a proper morphism of nice ringed spaces,
and W a regular functions on Y. Then there is a natural isomorphism of functors
f˚f
! – RHompRf˚AX ,´q : D
copQCoh -pAY ,W qq Ñ D
copQCoh -pAY ,W qq.
Here AX is considered as an object of D
abs
cohpAX bOX A
op
X , 0q.
Proof. Indeed, it suffices to apply Theorem B.5 to BX “ AX , BY “ AY , W1 “ 0, W2 “W
and F “ AX . 
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